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Form 7
Notice of appeal to Environment Court against decision on proposed policy statement
or plan or change or variation
Clause 14(1) of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991
To:

The Registrar
Environment Court
Auckland

1. The Northland District Health Board (the Appellant) appeals against a part of a
decision of the Whangarei District Council (the Respondent) on the following
plan changes:
a. Plan Change 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148:
District Plan Changes: Urban and Services.
2. The Northland District Health Board made a submission on these plan changes
and is not a trade competitor for the purposes of section 308D of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
The Northland District Health Board received notice of the decision on 3 June
2020.
The decision was made by the Whangarei District Council.
3. The part of the decision that is appealed is:
Rules related to the “Hospital Zone” (HOSZ), specifically:
a. HOSZ-R12.1.d Building and Major Structure Setbacks (building setback
from Mean High Water Springs); and
b. HOSZ-R18 Controlled Activity Integrated Transport Assessments; and
c. HOSZ-R19 Restricted Discretionary Activity Integrated Transport
Assessments; and
d. HOSZ-REQ1 Information Requirement – Controlled Integrated Transport
Assessments; and
e. HOSZ-REQ2 Information Requirement – Restricted Discretionary
Integrated Transport Assessments.
4. The reasons for the appeal are as follows:
a. The Commissioners recommendations related to HOSZ-R12.1.d Building
and Major Structure Setbacks (building setback from Mean High Water
Springs) appears to indicates that this setback should be reduced from
27m to 20m.
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b. The rules (HOSZ-R18 & 19) and information requirements (HOSZ-REQ1
& Q2) that are the subject of this appeal:
i. Do not recognise the difference between full-time and parttime staff;
ii. Do not recognise that State Highway 14/Maunu Road is already
at or approaching capacity and therefore additional traffic
seeking to utilise Hospital services is adding to an existing
problem, rather than creating a new one;
iii. Does not recognise the role of the Hospital as Regionally
Significant Infrastructure and the need to supply appropriate
vehicle access to the Hospital;
iv. Treats the Hospital in the same manner as a commercial activity
that is seeking to increase its customer base, rather than a
public health service that is required to respond to the health
needs of the community that it serves;
v. Does not recognise the limitations that the Northland District
Health Board faces with respect to the ability to use funding for
non-health-related services, in particular to mitigate potential
traffic effects on the State Highway;
vi. Are onerous in their application to the Hospital and the health
services provided, as increases in staff and contractor numbers
are a direct result of increased health services required and/or
being supplied to meet the health demands of the community
served;
vii. Will not promote the sustainable management of physical
(health) resources, whereby the use, development, and
protection the Hospital as a physical resource enables people
and communities to provide for their social, economic, and
cultural well-being and for their health and safety while
sustaining the potential of the physical (health) resource (the
Hospital) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future
generations.
5. The following relief is sought:
a. Amend HOSZ-R12.1.d Building and Major Structure Setbacks (building
setback from Mean High Water Springs) to read “27m 20m from Mean
High Water Springs or the top of the bank of any river that has a width
exceeding 3m excluding bridges, culverts and fences.”
b. Delete or amend:
i. HOSZ-R18
Controlled
Activity
Integrated
Transport
Assessments; and
ii. HOSZ-R19 Restricted Discretionary Activity Integrated Transport
Assessments; and
iii. HOSZ-REQ1 Information Requirement – Controlled Integrated
Transport Assessments; and
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iv. HOSZ-REQ2
Information
Requirement
–
Restricted
Discretionary Integrated Transport Assessments;
v. In a manner that does not inhibit the ability of the Northland
District Health Board to undertake future development of the
Whangarei Hospital due to potential traffic effects on the local
or State Highway road network.
6. The following documents are attached to this notice:
a. A copy of the original submission Northland District Health Board made
to Plan Change 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 &
148: District Plan Changes: Urban and Services (Attachment A);
b. A copy of the further submission Northland District Health Board made
to Plan Change 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 &
148: District Plan Changes: Urban and Services (Attachment B);
c. A copy of the Hearing Commissioners Recommendations regarding
submissions related to the Hospital Zone (Attachment C); and
d. A copy of the Decisions Version of the Hospital Zone (Attachment D).
7. Names and addresses of persons to be served with a copy of this notice:
a. Environment Court Auckland
PO Box 7147
Wellesley Street,
Auckland 1141
b. Whangarei District Council
Private Bag 9023
Whangarei 0148
c. Submitter 331
NZ Transport Agency
Private Bag 106602
Auckland City 1143
Attn: Nita Chaagan
Via email: nita.chhagan@nzta.govt.nz

Signature of appellant
(or person authorised to sign
on behalf of appellant)
06/07/2020
Date
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Address for service of appellant:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:

McAlley Group, PO Box 1138, Cambridge 3450
027 221 2141
ian.mcalley@mcalleygroup.co.nz
Ian McAlley
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Attachment A
Original Submission of the Northland District Health Board to
Plan Change 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148:
District Plan Changes: Urban and Services

3 July 2019
Whangarei District Council
Private Bag 9032
Whangarei 0148
Attn: District Plan Department
By email: mailroom@wdc.govt.nz
Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to the Whangarei District Plan
District Plan Changes: Urban and Services
On behalf of:

Northland District Health Board (Northland DHB)
Private Bag 9742
Whangarei 0148

Address for Service:

Northland District Health Board (Northland DHB)
Private Bag 9742
Whangarei 0148
email: Jacqueline.bell@northlanddhb.org.nz
ph:
021 677 396

Declaration:
1. I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
2. I am not directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that:
a. adversely affects the environment; and
b. does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition
I wish to be heard in support of my submission
If others make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing.

Ian McAlley for Northland DHB
McAlley Consulting Group
PO Box 1138
Cambridge 3450
email: ian.mcalley@mcalleygroup.co.nz
ph:
027 221 2141
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Introduction to Submission
The Northland DHB is in the process of seeking funds from Central Government for a significant redevelopment of
the Whangarei Hospital site, the total capital cost of which is estimated to be in the order of $1 billion. It is
assessed the planning framework that applies to the Whangarei Hospital site is not appropriate for the Northland
DHB’s long-term needs. The planning environment that has evolved over time no longer recognises the historical
provision of health services at the Hospital site and is not supportive of current uses and limits the potential for
future development.
Northland DHB is experiencing increases in service demand, generated by the existing Northland population who
unfortunately have a number of significant negative health characteristics. Additional demand is generated by the
‘drift north’ of Auckland residents relocating to Northland. It is reasonable to expect this population growth to
continue, particularly with the major improvements underway and/or planned to the State Highway roading
network between Auckland and Whangarei.
Northland DHB has undertaken assessments of their future needs in terms of demand for services and the
requirement to provide sufficient and appropriate physical infrastructure necessary to meet those demands. The
assessed need is beyond what the existing building stock at Whangarei Hospital can provide, both size wise and in
terms of the quality of buildings and services available. Many of the existing buildings are no longer fit for purpose
and at the end of their economic life.
Redevelopment of the Whangarei Hospital site is a regional priority for the Northern Health Regional Group1. The
current planning regime that applies to the site creates uncertainty with respect to the ability to provide the size
of buildings necessary, in particular due to the restrictive height limit in place. The requirement to obtain resource
consent for all new buildings also creates uncertainty with respect to timescales and costs for additional
development.
Therefore, it is concluded the only appropriate planning mechanism available to provide Northland DHB with the
certainty necessary to undertake such a significant project as the proposed redevelopment of the Whangarei
Hospital, is a site and use specific zone that supports both the redevelopment of the Hospital site and its future
use. Enabling the efficient and effective use of the existing site will result in provision of an up-to-date facility,
enabling contemporary models of health care service to be delivered to the Northland community.
In summary, the Northland DHB seeks that the Hospital Zone (SPH):
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Enables development and redevelopment of physical infrastructure on-site;
Enables the Hospital activities to continue to operate on-site and to expand and evolve to meet the
growing and changing health and social demands of the community;
Enables development and redevelopment of associated activities such as car parking, residential
activities, retail activities, education and research facilities, private health care facilities, staff facilities
and aged care facilities etc; and
Recognises and provide for critical activities such as ambulances and helicopters.

From a planning perspective, it is desirable the planning provisions establish an overall, broad development
envelope, without the requirement to obtain resource consents for new development within that envelope. The
flexibility proposed seeks to provide a means by which changing Government health and funding priorities can be
given effect to with ease and efficiency, particularly as the scale of redevelopment proposed will likely extend
beyond the term of any particular Government.

1

Northland DHB, Waitemata DHB, Auckland DHB and Counties Manukau health
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Northland District Health Board
Northland DHB is responsible for providing or funding the provision of public health, primary and hospital
(secondary) services for the people of Northland, being a current, usually resident population of nearly 180,000
people2, as well tourists and visitors to Northland.
Northland DHB is part of the Northern DHB Regional Group including Auckland District Health Board (Auckland
DHB), Waitemata District Health Board (Waitemata DHB) and Counties Manukau District Health Board (Counties
Manukau Health). Northland DHB serves a large geographical area with dispersed population and some of the
highest levels of deprivation in New Zealand.
Northland DHB is based in Whangarei and is supported (in addition to Whangarei Hospital) by four district
hospitals located in Kaitaia, Bay of Islands, Rawene and Dargaville with tertiary support from Auckland Hospital.

Northland DHB Geographic Service Area and Hospital Locations
Whangarei Hospital was established on the subject site in 1901 and is the Northland DHB’s largest hospital with
276 beds. Existing buildings have a total floor area of approximately 57,000m². Secondary specialist care services
provided include Theatres, Intensive Care Unit, High Dependency Unit, Emergency, Inpatient wards, Pediatric
services, Maternity, Mental Health, Maori Health, Community Health, Radiology and Clinical Support services.
Northland DHB employs approximately 1,800 staff at Whangarei Hospital, working three shifts (day, evening and
overnight). The majority (1,400 staff) are on-site during the day, the remainder in the evening and overnight
shifts.
Growth and Demand
Northland DHB faces a range of significant and limiting challenges to provide access to services with 55% of the
patient catchment living either in rural areas or small communities or towns of less than 5,000 people. Population
forecasts for the Northland Region based on latest available census statistics show people over the age of 65 (the
age the population requires the most hospital services) rapidly increasing from 19.1% in 2016 to 30% by 2031. In
2

Ministry of Health estimate (2018/19) https://www.health.govt.nz/new-zealand-health-system/my-dhb/northlanddhb/population-northland-dhb
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addition there are a number of health characteristics that result in increased demand on Northland DHB services.
Northland’s ‘Health Profile’3 is summarised as:
Māori
Māori experience low levels of health status across a range of health and socio-economic statistics. They
comprise 34.9 percent of Northland’s total population, but 54 percent of the child and youth population, a
key group for achieving long-term gains. Māori experience early onset of long-term conditions like
cardiovascular disease and diabetes, presenting to hospital services on average about 13 years younger than
non-Māori.
Child and Youth
The child and youth proportion of Northland’s population is projected to decline over the coming years from
32.5 percent in 2017 to 30.6 percent in 2027, but remains a priority because healthy children make for
healthy adults and because children are more vulnerable than adults. The deprivation index, which divides
New Zealanders into ten groups according to their deprivation scores, placed 80 percent of the Northland
population on the most deprived half of the index.

Northland Deprivation, 2018/194
Older People
Northland’s ageing population is placing significant demands on health services provided specifically for
older people (residential care, home and community support services, day care). It also increases the
prevalence of long-term conditions which become more common with age.
Long Term Conditions
About three-quarters of deaths in Northland are from cardiovascular disease (heart disease and stroke) or
cancer (the most common sites are trachea-bronchus-lung, colorectal, prostate and breast). Twenty percent
of adult Northlanders have been told they have high blood pressure and 12 percent that they have high
3

https://www.northlanddhb.org.nz/about-us/about-us/our-health-profile/
Ministry of Health, https://www.health.govt.nz/new-zealand-health-system/my-dhb/northland-dhb/population-northlanddhb Northland has a very high proportion of people in the most deprived section of the population while the least deprived
section is under-represented. Deprivation is reported in ‘quintiles’. Quintile 1 represents the least deprived section of the
population while quintile 5 represents the most deprived section.
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cholesterol, both known risk factors for cardiovascular disease. While diabetes is not a major killer in itself, it
is a primary cause of heart disease. A great deal of unnecessary illness and hospitalisation is related to poor
management of diabetes.
Oral Health
Northland’s five-year-olds have repeatedly had the country’s highest average score of damaged (decayed,
missing or filled) teeth and one of the lowest percentages of teeth without tooth decay (45 percent
compared with the national 41 percent). Data for adolescent oral health is limited, but it suggests a similar,
if not worse, picture.
Lifestyle Behaviours
The way people live their lives and the behaviours they exhibit have an enormous effect on health status.
There are a wide range of influences, but key ones are smoking, diet, alcohol and other drugs, and lack of
physical activity.
Social Influences
Many of the causes of ill health rest with social and economic factors such as housing, education and
economic prosperity. The health sector cannot affect these directly, but the Northland DHB works
collaboratively with other Government and local body organisations to achieve a healthier Northland.
Overall, there are significant health status challenges within the Northland population. Notwithstanding, it is
acknowledged that improvements in some of these statistics have occurred i.e. narrowing of the gap between
Maori and non-Maori mortality age. However, there is a concerted and continual effort required in the following
areas where Northland has the poorest outcomes within the Northern Group Region:
i. Life expectancy is the lowest in the region and below the national average;
ii. Life expectancy gap between Maori and non-Maori;
iii. Mortality rate, amenable mortality rate, cardiovascular disease, cancer, infant mortality and suicide rates;
and
iv. Child and adult obesity risk factors.5
The forecast future escalation in demand will require Northland DHB services to considerably increase in capacity.
The need for change is compounded by medium to long-term forecasts of supply-side constraints in operational
and capital funding and availability of workforce. Many of Northland DHB’s facilities are already at or approaching
maximum capacity, with capacity issues compounded because the types of medical conditions requiring
treatment often require time in hospital and operations, increasing the need for additional theatres, beds and
wards etc. Noting the requirement for additional bed numbers any more than the rate of population growth is
generally counter to New Zealand wide trend, whereby bed numbers are only slightly increasing, or not at all.
The proportion of Maori in the Northland population is forecast to grow from 34% to 41% over the next 15 years
with the greatest increases in those aged 65 (and older). Between 2011 and 2016 Maori made up 44% of hospital
admissions across the district (therefore disproportionate to population), of which 73% of admissions were for
renal treatment of some form. With an increasing Maori population comes (unless current health issues within the
Maori population can be resolved) disproportionate growth in demand on services if only general population
growth is used as the benchmark. Equity of access, health outcomes and mitigation of co-morbidities are
significant issues for Maori.

5

NDHB Clinical Services Plan, 2018, pg. 72
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Northland DHB’s long term planning is based on demographic forecasts to 2039 and foresee an increase in bed
numbers at Whangarei Hospital to 425 in that period. This projected increase in bed numbers (54%) is significantly
greater than the projected population growth for the same period of only 8.4%. At Whangarei Hospital there are
currently (per annum) nearly 35,000 presentations at the Emergency Department; 73,000 Outpatient
appointments/attendances; and 7,765 ambulance attendances.
It must be noted, that whilst considerable effort has been invested into projecting future growth demand, this is a
difficult task given the population growth occurring in the Region, the economic circumstances of the Region and
the different assessments undertaken for different end uses. Notwithstanding any individual assessment
outcome, all assessments clearly point toward an overall significant increase in demand for services and the need
for increased provision of physical infrastructure to service that demand at Whangarei Hospital.
What is Needed?
To accommodate the assessed growth, Northland DHB predicts the following will be required:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

425 beds by 2039;
10 Theatres;
2-3 Endoscopy rooms;
Increased accommodation to cater for Outpatient growth;
Future services – Acute Assessment Unit, Cardiology, Cathlab and Linear Accelerator; and
An increase in total floor area to approximately 64,000m2.

Flexibility Going Forward
The Whangarei Hospital is a 24-hour day, 7 day a week operation and is the primary health care service in
Northland. As such, the Hospital must always be fully operational. During development/redevelopment projects it
is often necessary to decant existing activities to other parts of the site, requiring new or temporary facilities to be
established. This need for new or temporary facilities relates to both buildings and car parking.
The decanting process and provision of temporary facilities can be both costly and administratively disruptive
given the need to ensure there are particular services in close proximity to each other and the requirement that
patient, staff and visitor access is both appropriate and disrupted to the least extent possible.
Therefore, being able to plan forward with certainty as to the ability to build required buildings and car parks in
required locations shortens the planning and design timetable, easing the cost burden and uncertainty associated
with these processes.
In addition, the lengthy cycle of hospital design and construction is often overtaken by the rapid cycle of
innovation and change in medicine, health-related technology and Government and community priorities.
As a result of the time taken to undertake design, secure funding and then construct, some buildings may be
partially obsolete when a new hospital first opens. By the time a healthcare structure reaches the end of its useful
life, nearly every part of it will be obsolete in some way. Recognising these issues, a new hospital must be
designed to support and facilitate change rather than constrain it.
The life cycle of a hospital (40-60 years) is such that the size of population it will serve cannot be predicted with a
finite measure of certainty. Therefore, flexibility and potential for expansion must be designed into the
building/campus. This can be achieved via:
i.

Adaptive flexibility ensuring that spaces can adapt to multiple uses;
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ii. That different functions be accommodated because the space has been planned for these different
functions. An example is a patient room that can be adapted for simple procedures such as line insertion;
and
iii. Enable convertible flexibility, described as a space which, with relatively little effort and cost, can be
converted to another use. An example would be a patient room with plumbing, gas and electrical systems
in the wall for potential future conversion to a higher level of care.
Evidence based design principles that improve patient safety must be included throughout, this includes a high
proportion of single rooms to mitigate future risk from hospital acquired infections and pandemics, decentralised
nursing stations to allow closer watch of increasingly frail hospital patients, noise-reducing materials and green
design principles.
A hospital must also be designed so that expansion is possible without compromising patient care. Typically, this
involves placing administrative areas next to clinical areas so that clinical areas can, if necessary, expand.
Priorities
As a result of aging facilities, population growth and service demand changes, there are a number of key clinical
priorities that, if addressed, will impact greatly (in a positive context) the service and level of care provided to the
people of Northland. These are projects that at the time of writing are either in the design, funding or
construction phase. The number of projects demonstrates the current and on-going need for service
improvements at Whangarei Hospital
The Key Clinical priorities areas include:
i. Expansion of the Emergency Department and development of an adjacent Acute Assessment Unit (AAU);
ii. Lack of acute theatre space and the demand for additional theatre capacity;
iii. Replacement of existing laboratory;
iv. Need for a dedicated Endoscopy Suite;
v. Replacement of existing Ophthalmology;
vi. Replacement of inpatient wards;
vii. Expansion and improvement to the Special Care Baby Unit; and
viii. Need for a Cardiac Catheter lab and Eye clinic.
The Site and Locality
The site is located at the junction of Maunu Road (State Highway 14) and Hospital Road and the area between
West End Avenue, west to Hospital Road, with the rear boundary of the site being the Raumanga Stream. The
total Hospital site is made up of various titles, with frontage to Maunu Road (State Highway 14), West End Road
and is bisected by Hospital Road. The Hospital campus is located approximately 2 km south west of the Whangarei
CBD. Overall the site is a collection of flat and hilly land and also a collection of developed and undeveloped land.
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Whangarei Hospital Location

The Hospital site, showing the various lots that make up the overall site (WDC GiS)
Development around the Hospital includes both residential and commercial land uses. A small set of local shops is
located on the corner of West End Avenue and Maunu Road, otherwise all land uses immediately surrounding the
Hospital site are residential. The Hora Hora Primary School and Hora Hora Rugby Club are located in close
proximity to the site on the opposite side of West End Avenue, separated by one row of residential sections.
Public transport connections to the Whangarei CBD and west to Maunu are available from bus stops on Maunu
Road.
Planning History
The current site has been used as a Hospital for almost 120 years. Over the years the site has been altered
through earthworks and other physical development to create and redevelop the Hospital as needed.
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The site is owned by Northland NDHB. Historically the Whangarei Hospital had an underlying zoning of Residential
and was also ‘designated’ under the former Whangarei City (Transitional) Plan. The designation enabled the
Ministry of Health to undertake works necessary for the on-going development of the Hospital without having to
comply with the underlying Residential Zone rules. However, the Ministry did have to provide an ‘outline plan’ of
any proposed works for Council to assess, the key assessment criteria being whether the activity was being
undertaken for ‘hospital purposes’.
Only a ‘requiring authority’ can have designated sites and District Health Boards are not considered requiring
authorities. Therefore, when the old Transitional City Plan was replaced by the current Operative District Plan
(prepared under the RMA), the designation for the Whangarei Hospital site no longer applied and any new
development on the Hospital site was assessed only against the underlying Living 1 Environment (residential
zoning).
Notwithstanding, Northland DHB has been successful in applying for and receiving resource consents for
redevelopment works at the Hospital site. However, due to the significant extent of development/redevelopment
proposed it is considered the future outcome required is incongruent with the current residential zoning. Unless
necessary, to pursue the proposed redevelopment (or part of) through planning mechanisms other than an
appropriate zone is inappropriate and in the medium to long-term inefficient.
Regionally Significant Infrastructure
The Regional Policy Statement details that Regionally Significant Infrastructure is the infrastructure essential for
the social and economic functioning of Northland. Specifically, Appendix 3 of the Regional Policy Statement
records that “public hospitals” are Regionally Significant Infrastructure.
Positive Effects
Establishing an appropriate zone will enable continued development of physical infrastructure and expansion of
services necessary to enable the provision of healthcare (and associated) services for the Northland Community.
The site is located adjacent to major transportation routes with existing provision for public transport, enabling
Hospital patients, staff and visitors to use public transport and avoid use of private motor vehicles. The potential
for increased use of alternative modes of transport is enhanced through the provision of physical access from the
site to the Whangarei CBD via the Raumanga Stream cycleway.
The further development and re-development of the site for healthcare purposes will result in ageing
infrastructure being removed and replaced with new, which will result in a better level of care being provided to
assist in achieving the desired healthcare outcomes for a growing population.
The incorporation of associated retail, food, car parking, accommodation, aged care, child care, education,
research, office accommodation, private healthcare facilities and other ancillary services into the further
development of the Hospital site ensures that patients, staff, contractors and visitors are all adequately provided
for during their time on the site. It also enables the Northland DHB to provide a comprehensive suite of services
on the site, to reduce travel time between different sites and off-site overheads/cost associated with leasing
and/or managing other sites/properties and provides long-term flexibility and income streams to support the
primary health care services.
Infrastructure and transportation assessments undertaken in parallel with future accommodation forecasts
indicate that the works proposed can proceed without the need for significant off-site infrastructure upgrades,
therefore not placing undue demand on external services.
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Alternatives
Rezoning of the current site is considered appropriate and fundamentally alternative locations have not been
considered for the following reasons:
i.

Northland DHB already owns all of the land that is the subject site and do not have the funds to purchase
an alternate site
ii. It would be difficult to purchase an area of land necessary to accommodate a Hospital and no such land in
the Whangarei District has an appropriate zoning
iii. The current site is well-positioned on State Highway 14 and has close access to State Highway 1 and
connection to all necessary infrastructure networks
iv. The current site is already part of the local environment and Whangarei residents know where the
Hospital is, relocation would cause significant disruption to existing hospital users pattern of life
Accommodation Assessment
Numerous site and accommodation layouts have been considered over a long period of time. However, all
alternatives are effectively variations of a similar theme, in terms of being means to determine the extent of built
development required to accommodate the Hospital’s future capacity requirements.
As previously detailed, establishing an appropriate zone over all of the land owned by Northland DHB will enable
scope change in the final form of built construction to accommodate the 24-hour/7 day a week operation of the
Hospital and provide flexibility in terms of accommodating changes in demand and/or Government funding
allocations.
Alternative Methods
It is considered the use of the site for Hospital purposes and the scale of future development necessary is
incongruent with the underlying Living Environment zoning. Notwithstanding that Northland DHB has been
successful in obtaining resource consent for a number of projects over the last 10 years and will likely have to
make more resource consent applications in the interim period until an appropriate zone is operative, continuing
to apply for individual resource consents is considered a poor use of resources and risky in terms of managing
timeframes to provide necessary healthcare infrastructure in an efficient and timely manner.
The desired outcome is that the SPH establish a clear and transparent framework for the development of the site
so all parties can understand the potential and actual effects arising from the future development necessary to
provide for the healthcare needs of Northland.
By creating an overall development envelope, applied to the site, with specific rules and management methods,
ensures the integrity of the existing planning framework is retained, whilst achieving the desired result. The
establishment of a Hospital Zone and enabling necessary and appropriate development within that Zone will lead
to the efficient use of the site, with provision of required infrastructure services, resulting in a number of
community benefits.
Therefore, rezoning is considered the most appropriate planning method by which to provide for the future
development of this site and to meet the health care objectives of the Northland DHB.
Conclusion
Overall, the existing planning environment currently applied to the Whangarei Hospital site is not supportive of
current uses and limits the potential for future development. The planning environment that has evolved over
time no longer recognises the historical development and delivery of health care services at the Hospital site.
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Clinical service delivery continues to change to reflect public expectations for treatment and emergency responses
e.g. use of helicopters, as well as the approach that Whangarei Hospital be the healthcare hub for all of Northland.
Northland DHB has defined their future needs in terms of demand for services and the requirement to provide
sufficient physical infrastructure necessary to meet those demands. The assessed need is significantly beyond
what the existing building stock contained at Whangarei Hospital can provide, both size wise and in terms of the
quality of buildings and services available. Many of the existing buildings are no longer fit for purpose and nonreplacement will see continuing pressure as demand grows.
The extent of redevelopment is large, as is the capital cost, with redevelopment of the Whangarei Hospital site a
regional priority for the Northern Health Regional Group. The Hospital is clearly recognised as ‘Regionally
Significant Infrastructure’ and its growth must be accommodated. Under the current planning regime that applies
to the site there is uncertainty with respect to the ability to provide the size of buildings necessary due to all
future development requiring a resource consent. Under the current planning regime there is also uncertainty
with respect to timescales and costs associated with future resource consenting processes for additional
development.
Therefore, it is concluded the only appropriate planning mechanism available to provide Northland DHB with the
certainty necessary to undertake such a significant project as the proposed redevelopment of the Whangarei
Hospital, is a site and use specific zone that supports both the redevelopment of the Hospital site and its future
use.
This plan change process enables the large number of component parts (in terms of planning inputs) to be
brought together in one process to enable an appropriate current and future planning regime to be developed
and put in place. Overall a site and use specific zone, enables Northland DHB to effectively and efficiently use the
existing site and establish a state-of-the-art facility, enabling contemporary models of health care service delivery
to be provided to the Northland community.

The following submissions are proposed to enable the Northland DHB to establish an appropriate planning
framework to meet the health care challenges it is facing.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Overview to the Hospital Zone (SPH)
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
The Overview to the Hospital Zone (SPH) Chapter needs to clearly detail to a Plan user that the Hospital is
Regionally Significant Infrastructure as defined under the Regional Policy Statement and that development and
redevelopment on the Hospital site will occur in the future.
My reasons are:
The Overview needs to give a Plan user clear direction as to the content and intent of the relevant Chapter. The
Overview as currently written results in uncertainty as to whether or not future development/redevelopment will
occur. It is the clear intention of the Northland DHB to undertake significant development and redevelopment of
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the Hospital site in order to provide sufficient capacity to accommodate the health demands of the Northland
community.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That the Overview of the Hospital Zone (SPH) Chapter be amended as per below (in track changes), and/or make
such other amendments so as to achieve the intent of the submission:
The Hospital Zone (SPH) recognises the significance of the facilities at the Whangarei Hospital (“Hospital’’) site,
and their importance to the Whangarei District and to the Northland Region as regionally significant
infrastructure. The purpose of the SPH is to provide for the ongoing operation of the Hospital, its future
development and redevelopment, including associated private health care, training and research, commercial,
education, accommodation, administration and residential care facilities.
The Hospital is strategically located on approximately 23.5ha of land on the southern side of State Highway 14 in
the Maunu area of Whangarei City. It is bordered by Open Space and Residential Zones and has potential for
extensive further greenfield development.
The Hospital is the most significant medical facility within the Northland Region. It is expected that there There
will be further development of facilities within the SPH to cater for expanding populations within both Whangarei
District and the wider Northland Region. A wide range of health-services related services is expected to the health
sector and Hospital activities will be provided within the SPH as the Hospital responds to meet the health care
needs of the expanding populations. New and expanded buildings and facilities are expected will be established
within the Hospital site to provide the necessary services for both inpatients and outpatients and also for
community and private health care services.
The environment within the SPH is unique as the Hospital must operate continuously and without interruption.
Emergency services and helicopter services need to access the Hospital at any time, resulting in higher levels of
lighting and noise (particularly during the night) than in other Urban Areas. The Hospital is a ‘significant
destination’ for patients, staff, visitors and the community. Traffic movements are currently at high volumes and
are expected to increase as the Hospital expands. This has the potential to impact on the surrounding roading
networks.
Some activities may be sensitive to the external effects of activities occurring within the SPH. Some activities
proposed outside of the SPH may not be compatible with, or may present a risk of reverse sensitivity to, activities
required to occur within the SPH. It is anticipated that such sensitive activities will be carefully managed during
their establishment, and that development within the SPH will have regard to the potential adverse effects which
may arise beyond the site whilst recognising the Hospital is an existing use in the environment and is Regionally
Significant Infrastructure.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-01 – Current and Future Development
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Ensure that the Objective allows for the “efficient” operation, expansion and future development of the Hospital.
My reasons are:
The extent of development and redevelopment required at the Hospital to cater for the current and future health
demands of the Northland community is significant. Enabling future activities/operations, development,
redevelopment in an efficient manner is necessary to ensure the Hospital operates efficiently during periods of
construction and reconstruction and that capital resources are used in a manner that results in the best health
outcomes and avoids unnecessary wastage on construction and/or compliance activities.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That SPH-01 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
Enable and provide for:
1. The efficient and effective operation, expansion and future development of the Hospital within the SPH and;
2. A wide range of hospital and health care related activities to meet the current and future population and health
care needs of the Whangarei District and the Northland Region as population and health demands grow.; and
3. Integration of associated commercial, administration and ancillary Hospital activities with health care services,
which enable patients, staff, consultants, contractors and visitors to efficiently use the Hospital site and avoid
travelling to multiple sites for similar and/or associated services.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-02 – Managing Adverse Effects
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Ensure the Objective recognises the Hospital is defined as Regionally Significant Infrastructure in the Regional
Policy Statement and this status (as Regionally Significant Infrastructure) reduces the extent to which the Hospital
must manage any adverse effects on the surrounding environment.
My reasons are:
The Regional Policy Statement states:
Policy 5.3.3 Managing adverse effects arising from regionally significant infrastructure –
(1) Allow adverse effects arising from the establishment and operation of new regionally significant infrastructure
and the re-consenting of existing operations; and
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(2) Allow adverse effects arising from the maintenance and upgrading of established regionally significant
infrastructure wherever it is located; and
(3) When managing the adverse effects of regionally significant infrastructure decisions makers will give weight to
those matters outlined within subsection a – g.
The Hospital is an existing use, located on the current site for nearly 120 years. Therefore, the Hospital is not new
to the surrounding environment and its status as Regionally Significant Infrastructure, along with its long tenure in
this environment, must be recognised. As such it must be ensured that any new development and/or
redevelopment of the Hospital is not treated as though it is entirely new, rather recognising that the Hospital and
the residential land uses in the immediate environment have successfully coexisted for a significant period of time
and the Hospital must be enabled to expand and redevelop over time.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That SPH-02 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
Manage adverse effects from the provision of hospital activities on the surrounding environment, whilst
recognising the Hospital is defined as Regionally Significant Infrastructure.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-03 – Regionally Significant Infrastructure
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Retain the Objective as notified.
My reasons are:
It is important the Hospital is specifically recognised as Regionally Significant Infrastructure in the District Plan and
this status is recognised in future decision making.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Retain SPH-03 as notified.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-04 – Subdivision
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Delete the Objective as notified in its entirety.
My reasons are:
The Northland DHB must be enabled to manage its land holdings in the way it sees fit. With the rezoning
proposed, all of the land currently owned by the Northland DHB at the Hospital Site will be zoned for Hospital
purposes. This creates a distinct limitation to the Northland DHB disposing of land by way of subdivision. There is
no perceived benefit in other parties, such as WDC, being involved in determining whether or not a particular
subdivision is ‘appropriate’ with respect to the Northland DHB potentially fragmenting their land resource.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Delete SPH-04 as notified in its entirety.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-P1 – Regional Significance
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the Policy to take into account “ancillary” activities to Hospital activities.
My reasons are:
The Hospital is a significant employment and community hub. In order for it to fulfil these roles there is a growing
need currently and in the future for ancillary activities to be established on the Hospital site that are currently not
provided and may at this point in time not be considered to be ‘normal’ Hospital activities. However, as demand
for services generates a need there must be flexibility in the approach taken, whereby so long as an activity can
demonstrate as being ancillary to the Hospital and health care activities undertaken or proposed to be undertaken
then it should be enabled. Examples are childcare activities, commercial activities and private healthcare and
research activities which all support the current ‘public’ health activities occurring on the Hospital site.
Furthermore the land holdings that Northland DHB have at the Hospital site provide the opportunity to locate
more of the Northland DHB administration and support services on the Hospital site, freeing up other sites and
capital and reducing operational expenditure on leases etc. Better use of existing resources enables more of the
Northland DHB funds to be spent on essential health services for the community.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That SPH-P1 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
To recognise the regional significance of Whangarei Hospital by providing for a wide range of existing and future
hospital, health care and ancillary activities within the SPH.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-P3 – Industrial Activities
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Delete the reference to ‘medical research facilities’ from the Policy.
My reasons are:
Changes proposed to the rules negate the requirement for this Policy to specifically refer to medical research
facilities.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That SPH-P3 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
To avoid the establishment of industrial activities within the SPH, unless they are medical research facilities.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-P5 – Buildings & Structures
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the Policy to specifically recognise that current Hospital buildings and new buildings required as part of
any development/redevelopment will be significantly larger than buildings in the surrounding environment,
particularly those on residentially zoned land.
My reasons are:
The assessments undertaken of future building requirements, both in terms of the extent of floor plate required
and with regard to efficient building methodologies for hospital buildings requires that these be multi-story
buildings. Buildings on-site are already in the order of 9 storeys high and the assessments undertaken of future
development/redevelopment indicate that buildings in the future will be of a similar scale, if not greater in size,
particularly as floor-to-ceiling heights for best practice medical buildings are greater than those existing.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That SPH-P5 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
To recognise that the efficient operational requirements of Whangarei Hospital may will require buildings and
structures that are of a larger height and bulk when compared to the surrounding environment.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-P6 – Subdivision
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Delete the Policy as notified in its entirety.
My reasons are:
The Northland DHB must be enabled to manage its land holdings in the way it sees fit. With the rezoning proposed
all of the land currently owned by the Northland DHB at the Hospital Site will be zoned for Hospital purposes. This
creates a distinct limitation to the Northland DHB disposing of land by way of subdivision. There is no perceived
benefit in other parties, such as WDC, being involved in determining whether or not a particular subdivision is
‘appropriate’ with respect to the Northland DHB potentially fragmenting their land resource.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Delete SPH-P6 as notified in its entirety.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R1 Any activity not otherwise listed in this chapter
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
This rule is unnecessary if the proposed amendments to SPH-R2 are adopted. Therefore, SPH-R1 should be
deleted in its entirety.
My reasons are:
As detailed in the s32 analysis that supports PC 145, the SPH is a Special Purpose Hospital Zone introduced under
the National Planning Standards to provide a new chapter specifically relevant to the Whangarei Hospital.
Therefore, the provisions within the SPH are specific to the Hospital only.
The general nature of SPH-R1 is not necessary so long as the specific activities allowed in the SPH are clearly
defined. Amendments proposed by submission to SPH-R2 and the definition of ‘Hospital’ will ensure activities
allowed within the SPH are appropriate and in accordance with those uses proposed to be enabled under PC 145.
By making further allowances for other activities/uses to occur within the SPH under SPH-R1 as well as SPH-R3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 and 16 and then to restrict specific activities under SPH-R17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 runs the risk of
causing confusion with regard to determining which activities can/are expected to be located within the SPH. This
will in turn lead to inefficient administration of the District Plan (and therefore inefficient
development/redevelopment within the SPH) by proposed activities unnecessarily having to obtain resource
consent.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Delete SPH-R1 in its entirety.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R2 Hospital activities and the definition of Hospital
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Enabling Hospital activities as Permitted Activities is supported. However, the definition of Hospital activities is
considered to be in conflict with rules SPH-R4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, whereby a number of other uses are permitted, so
long as they are ‘ancillary’ to Hospital activities. However, the definition of Hospital already includes a number of
activities similar to those listed in SPH-R4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 which are included as ancillary activities to Hospital
Activities. Therefore, it is considered most efficient that the definition of Hospital activities be amended to include
an appropriate list of ancillary activities, in turn enabling the deletion of rules SPH-R4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Rather than have a number of additional rules, it is proposed that an additional ‘Activity Status’ be added to the
rule, whereby any activities that do not comply with the definition of Hospital activities are a Discretionary
Activity.
My reasons are:
Clearly defining those activities that are permitted on the Hospital site within the definition of Hospital is
considered to be clearer and more efficient than having a number of other permitted activities which must then
be assessed as to whether or not they are “directly ancillary to the hospital”. This would be to give effect to SPHP1 (prior to proposed amendments) “To recognise the regional significance of Whangarei Hospital by providing for
a wide range of existing and future hospital activities within the SPH” (emphasis added).
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That the definition of Hospital be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments
so as to achieve the intent of the submission:
Means any regionally significant infrastructure that provides for the health care, medical, surgical or psychiatric
care, and treatment and rehabilitation of persons. Includes the following ancillary activities to provide for the
above and for use by patients, staff, consultants, contractors and visitors:
a) Offices and administration facilities;
b) Retail including pharmacies, food and beverage outlets, bookstores, gift shops, and florists;
c) Commercial services including banks and dry cleaners;
d) Ambulance facilities and first aid training facilities;
e) Conference facilities;
f) Helicopter facilities and Helicopter Landing Areas enabling helicopter movements for emergencies and patient,
staff, consultant and contractor transportation;
g) Hospices;
h) Hospital maintenance, operational and service facilities, including kitchens, storage facilities, waste processing
and laundries;
i) Medical research and testing;
j) Mortuaries;
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k) Rehabilitation and recreational facilities; and
l) Training, educational facilities and places of assembly.;
m) Car parking;
n) Private specialist and general medical facilities, services and practices;
o) Staff, patient and visitor accommodation;
p) Emergency Services; and
q) Care Centres
This definition is included within the Community Activities definition grouping

That SPH-R2 be amended as per below (in track changes) or make such other amendments so as to achieve the
intent of the submission:
Activity Status when compliance not achieved: D (Discretionary)

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Delete the above rules.
My reasons are:
These rules are made redundant via the proposed amendments to the Hospital definition and the amendments to
rule SPH-R2.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Delete SPH-R3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R9 Building Height
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
The permitted activity height limit be increased to 50m.
My reasons are:
The main block of the Hospital is already a nine-storey building (shown below). The overall height is approximately
28m plus any mechanical plant/lift machinery and helipad facilities etc on the roof. But the height of each
individual story (floor to floor) is only 3 – 3.5m which is not considered sufficient by modern/best practice hospital
design/building standards.

For a modern hospital, floor to floor height is required to be in the order of 4.5 m. This allows for sufficient natural
air circulation, internal plumbing, electrical and data cabling and access to services, flexibility in the use of each
space and the ability to easily utilise modern medical and lifting equipment etc. Therefore, if the existing Hospital
was rebuilt, it would be approximately 40.5 m high, plus roof top plant and lift machinery etc.
As shown below, in the assessment of possible future designs for the Hospital, one of the proposals is 10 storeys
high.
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Therefore, the height allowed as a permitted activity needs to be increased to enable development to a height
considered necessary to accommodate future Hospital activities. As shown above, the tallest proposed buildings
would be 45 m in height, an additional 5 m allowance (50m in total) is proposed to allow for rooftop plant, lift
machinery, helicopter landing pad facilities etc.
In proposing this change there is a recognition that the site is large and there are neighbouring residential uses. To
manage potential effects, the additional height allowed for over and above the notified 32m will only be allowed
on 25% of the site. Furthermore, height in relation to boundary controls ensure adequate sunlight will be available
to surrounding spaces and land uses.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That rule SPH-R9 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to
achieve the intent of the submission:
The maximum height is 32m, except that over 25% of the site the maximum height is 50m.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R10 Building Height in Relation to Boundary
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
The rule states that height in relation to boundary shall only be measured where the site boundary adjoins any
Residential or Open Space Zone. This requires clarification with respect to road boundaries. In particular that
height in relation to boundary be measured from the opposite side of the road to the SPH on West End Ave and
not be measured where the SPH fronts Maunu Road and Hospital Roads.
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My reasons are:
Only applying the height in relation to boundary requirements to boundaries where the SPH adjoins Residential or
Open Space Zones is particularly useful. The SPH is made up of a number of different titles and therefore only
applying this control on the external boundaries where the site adjoins Residential or Open Space land avoids
having to apply height in relation to boundary requirements on internal boundaries.
It is recognised in the Objectives and Policies that the Hospital is Regionally Significant Infrastructure and as such it
is important the Hospital can be developed in an efficient manner. In part this has been addressed in the
submission on SPH-R9 seeking additional height as a permitted activity over part of the site.
It is noted, particularly with regard to Hospital Road, there are already significant sized buildings immediately
adjacent to the road and this area is clearly recognised as being part of the Hospital. There are also tall Hospital
buildings adjacent to Maunu Road, so on both the Hospital Road and Maunu Road boundaries applying the height
in relation to boundary control (if in fact it does apply) would be more restrictive than the effects created by the
existing development.
As notified, this rule would result in no height in relation to boundary measurements being taken from West End
Avenue, Hospital Road, or Maunu Road because the SPH does not adjoin other zones on this boundary, it adjoins
the road. In this regard it is recognised that future built development proximate to the West End Avenue
boundary does have the potential to cause shading and/or building dominance effects on the residential
development located on the opposite side of West End Avenue.
To ensure these potential effects are avoided, it is proposed the rule be amended to require height in relation to
boundary to be measured from the opposite side of West End Avenue. This enables best utilisation of this portion
of the Hospital site for future built development and gives certainty to the adjoining residential property owners
and occupiers as to the extent of development proximate to their properties. It is also proposed the height in
relation to boundary control not apply on Hospital Road where the Hospital Zone (SPH) fronts Hospital Road due
to the extent of existing development and also because the Hospital Zone will be on both sides of the road,
therefore third parties will not be affected by shading from buildings. Where the Hospital Zone fronts Maunu
Road it is proposed the height in relation to boundary control not be applied because in this area the Hospital
Zone boundary is on the southern side of the road, therefore limiting potential shading effects from any future
development.
Therefore, amendments to the proposed height in relation to boundary rules will enable efficient development of
the site and the associated buildings whilst ensuring potential effects on neighbouring properties are adequately
managed.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That rule SPH-R10 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to
achieve the intent of the submission:
1. The height is equal to 3m plus the shortest horizontal distance between that part of the building and any site
boundary adjoining any Residential or Open Space Zone.
2. The SPH adjoins West End Avenue height in relation to boundary shall be measured from the opposite side of
West End Avenue and height in relation to boundary shall not be measured from the common boundary of the
SPH and Hospital Road or Maunu Road.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R11 Building Setbacks
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Delete the requirement that a building to be set back 27 m from the top of the bank of any river that has a width
exceeding 3m.
My reasons are:
Only applying the building setback requirements to road boundaries and boundaries where the SPH adjoins
Residential or Open Space Zones is particularly useful in the SPH, which is made up of a number of different titles
and therefore avoids having to apply building setback requirements on internal boundaries.
The southern boundary of the site adjoins the Raumanaga Stream corridor. This stream corridor is zoned Living 1,
rather than Open Space Environment. The way the rule was written, it would require that a 27 m setback be
provided from the stream bank, rather than 3 m from the Residential Zone boundary. If the stream corridor were
more correctly zoned Open Space Zone the setback will also only be 3 m. Therefore, part ‘c’ of the rule requiring a
27 m setback from mean high water springs or the top of a bank or river with a width exceeding 3 m is redundant
in the instance of the SPH and the adjacent stream.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That rule SPH-R11 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to
achieve the intent of the submission.
1. The building is setback at least:
a. 4.5m from any road boundaries.
b. 3.0m from any Residential and Open Space Zones.
c. 27m from mean high water springs or the top of the bank of any river that has a width exceeding 3m, excluding
bridges, culverts and fences.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R12 Building Coverage
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Retain the rule as notified.
My reasons are:
Allowing cumulative building coverage of up to 60% of the area of the SPH is an appropriate control and will
enable the efficient development of the site, with buildings of a size and scale appropriate for the proposed uses,
while still maintaining appropriate open space between and around buildings.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Retain SPH-R12 as notified.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R13 Impervious Areas
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Recognise the extent of the existing impermeable surfaces on site and take these areas into account in future
calculations of impermeable surfaces and attenuation and treatment requirements when new development, or
redevelopment is proposed.
My reasons are:
Whilst the rule sets a threshold for the total impervious area, it is unclear how existing impervious areas will be
treated under a redevelopment scenario. Therefore, it is considered necessary the existing impervious areas
within each of the catchments that make up the SPH be recognised and enabled to continue discharge of
stormwater in accordance with existing treatment and attenuation requirements. New/additional treatment
and/or attenuation requirements (as per WDC EES 2010) would only apply to impervious areas greater than the
extent of impervious area currently.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That rule SPH-R13 be amended as per below (in track changes plus the addition of the table and plan below)
and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the intent of the submission:
Where:
1. Any impervious area does not increase the cumulative total impervious area to be more than 80% of the area of
the SPH; and
2. Development or redevelopment of impervious area within each catchment zone of the SPH is permitted
without additional attenuation or treatment, with existing stormwater controls maintained in order to satisfy this
condition; and
Catchments (shown below)

Total Impervious Surface (%)

1

54.1

2

81.4

3

56.9

4

44.8
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3. Diversion of stormwater runoff from lawfully established (prior to the date of this plan change) impervious
areas directed into an authorised stormwater network or a combined sewer network that does not increase the
stormwater runoff to the combined sewer network (unless approved by the combined sewer operator).

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R15 Parking
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Remove the requirement that carparking not be located within 50m of an adjoining Zone. Introduce a
requirement that any formed parking space not be within 2m of a road boundary or a Zone boundary and if a
formed parking space is to be located within 4.5m of a road boundary or a Zone boundary then the area 2m from
the road boundary or Zone boundary shall be landscaped whereby the landscaping has a minimum plant height of
0.9m and a maximum plant height of 1.15m (excluding any tree planting).
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My reasons are:
Car parking is an essential part of the Hospital activities and is utilised by patients, staff, visitors, contractors and
others. Restricting the location of car parking within 50 m of an adjoining Zone is considered to be unduly
restrictive. The principal potential effect from car parking is considered to be the visual effects and these effects
can adequately be mitigated by landscaping. In terms of an interface with adjoining residential development, on
three sides of the site the SPH is separated by a road corridor or a stream corridor. On the other boundaries, the
steepness of the topography makes it unlikely that significant car parking would be located immediately adjacent
to the adjoining residential land use activities. Therefore, the amendments proposed are considered sufficient to
ensure an appropriate level of amenity is maintained for nearby residential land users.
The amendments proposed are modelled on TRA-10 Road Boundary Landscaping.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
That rule SPH-R15 be amended as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to
achieve the intent of the submission:
Where:
1. Any parking space is not within 50m of an adjoining zone.
2. Any formed parking space is not within 2m of a road boundary.; and
2. Any formed parking space located within 4.5m of a road boundary or a Zone boundary shall be screened from
the adjoining road or Zone by a minimum 2m wide landscaping strip with a minimum plant height of 0.9m and a
maximum plant height of 1.15m (excluding any tree planting).

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
SPH-R16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
These rules are unnecessary if the proposed amendments to SPH-R2 are adopted. Therefore, SPH-R16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24 should be deleted in their entirety.
My reasons are:
As detailed in the s32 analysis that supports PC 145, the SPH is a Special Purpose Hospital Zone introduced under
the National Planning Standards to provide a new chapter specifically relevant to the Whangarei Hospital.
Therefore, the provisions within the SPH are specific to the Hospital only. SPH-R16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
are not necessary so long as the specific activities allowed in the SPH are clearly defined in the Hospital definition.
Amendments proposed by submission to SPH-R2 and the definition of Hospital will ensure the activities allowed
within the SPH are appropriate and in accordance with those uses proposed to be enabled under PC 145. By
making further allowances for other activities/uses, to occur within the SPH under SPH-R1 as well as SPH R 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8 and 16 and then to restrict specific activities under SPH-R17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 runs the risk of
causing confusion and leading to inefficient administration of the District Plan with activities expected to be
located within the SPH unnecessarily having to obtain resource consent.
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State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Delete SPH-R16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 in their entirety.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Add a new rule SPH-RXX – Flooding and amend Resource Area Map 66R
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
The flood susceptible area notation can be removed from the SPH and replaced with a rule.
My reasons are:
The flood susceptible area notation and rule has been reviewed with regard to this site. It is concluded a rule can
be applied which more accurately defines the requirements for new building floor levels to comply with, thus
avoiding flooding effects. Application of this rule will avoid unnecessary and repeated flooding assessments, which
will enable more effective consent application assessment and more efficient building design and development
processes.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Remove the flood susceptible area notation on Resource Area Map 66R from the SPH site and include a new rule
as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the intent of the
submission:
SPH-RXX – Flooding
Activity Status: P
Where:
1. Development provides a minimum freeboard of 500mm above the specified flood level (RL14.34m) of the
Northland Regional Council hydrological model. Where development results in loss of flood volume, a similar flood
area and volume shall be provided as part of the development.
Activity Status when compliance not achieved: D
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
TRA – Appendix 1 – Required Car Parks for a Hospital
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Retain the Hospital required car parking space rate of “1 space per 2 beds plus 1 per 2 employees” as notified.
My reasons are:
The proposed car parking standard is considered to be sufficient.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Retain the Hospital required car parking space rate of “1 space per 2 beds plus 1 per 2 employees” as notified.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
NAV.6.1 Noise Arising from Activities within Zones
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the permitted activity noise limits that apply to noise emitted from the Hospital Zone (SPH) to be the same
as the noise enabled to be emitted from a Living Zone and received by the SPH (Hospital Zone).
My reasons are:
NAV 6.1 defines that noise emitted from the Hospital Zone (being Zones other than: Port, Heavy Industrial, Light
Industrial, Commercial, Sport and Active Recreation, Rural Village Industrial, Strategic Rural Industry) and received
in the Living Zones (being the Zone adjoining or proximate to the majority of the Hospital site) is 50 dB LAeq
(Daytime 0700 to 2200 hours), 40 dB LAeq (Night-time 2200 to 0700 hours) and 70 dB LAF(max). However, the
noise generated from a Living Zone (being Zones other than: Strategic Rural Industry) and received in the Hospital
Zone (SPH) only has to comply with limits of 65 dB LAeq (Daytime 0700 to 2200 hours), 60 dB LAeq (Night-time
2200 to 0700 hours) and 80 dB LAF(max).
In particular, the Regional Policy Statement states:
Policy 5.3.3 Managing adverse effects arising from regionally significant infrastructure –
(1) Allow adverse effects arising from the establishment and operation of new regionally significant infrastructure
and the re-consenting of existing operations; and
(2) Allow adverse effects arising from the maintenance and upgrading of established regionally significant
infrastructure wherever it is located; and
(3) When managing the adverse effects of regionally significant infrastructure decisions makers will give weight to
those matters outlined within subsection a – g.
The Hospital is an existing use, located on the current site for almost 120 years. Therefore, the Hospital is not new
to the surrounding environment and its status as Regionally Significant Infrastructure, along with its long tenure in
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this environment, must be recognised. As such it must be ensured that any new development and/or
redevelopment of the Hospital is not treated as though it is entirely new, rather recognising the Hospital and the
residential land uses in the immediate environment have successfully coexisted for a significant period of time and
the Hospital must be enabled to expand and redevelop over time.
It is disproportionate in terms of noise management for the Hospital to be required to control noise emitted from
within the Hospital Zone to a greater degree than other surrounding land uses are required to control their noise,
with respect to noise emitted from those Zones and received by the Hospital Zone.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Amend NAV 6.1 as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the intent
of the submission:
That noise emitted as a permitted activity from the Hospital Zone (SPH) and received in the Living Zones is no
more than 65 dB LAeq (Daytime 0700 to 2200 hours), 60 dB LAeq (Night-time 2200 to 0700 hours) and 80 dB
LAF(max).

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
NAV.6.7 Aircraft and Helicopter Landing Areas (Consequential Amendment)
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend NAV.6.7 so that emergency and ancillary helicopter movements within the Hospital Zone (SPH) are exempt
from the provisions of NAV.6.7.
My reasons are:
NAV.6.7 specifically refers to emergency helicopter movements. The Hospital Zone (SPH) is proposed to include
Helicopter facilities by way of the Hospital definition. Therefore, it is considered appropriate as a consequential
amendment to the changes proposed to the definition of Hospital that NAV.6.7 be amended to better define the
application of this rule and the exemption related to emergency helicopter movements, by refining this exemption
to apply within the Hospital Zone (SPH) and also take into account the broader ancillary use of helicopters and
helicopter facilities in the Hospital context.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Amend NAV 6.7 as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the intent
of the submission:
Helicopter landing areas, including those used for military training activities, shall comply with and be measured
and assessed in accordance with NZS 6807:1994 “Noise Management and Land Use Planning for Helicopter
Landing Areas”. NAV.6.7 shall not apply to emergency helicopter movements, including ancillary Hospital related
helicopter movements within the SPH. Noise from aircraft other than helicopters shall comply with NZS6805:1992
“Airport Noise Management and Land Use Planning.” The use of aircraft and helicopters undertaking rural
production activities on an intermittent and infrequent basis are exempt from compliance with NAV.6.7.
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The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
TRA-R5 Design and Location and TRA Appendix 2A Vehicle Crossings Per Site
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the application of TRA-R5 via TRA Appendix 2A Vehicle Crossings Per Site so the requirements related to
the design and location of vehicle crossings is not in the instance of the SPH applied to different sites (individual
lots), rather it applies to the entire length of road frontage of the SPH Zone.
My reasons are:
The Hospital site (SPH) is made up of a number of individual lots/certificates of title. These lots have various
lengths of road frontage. Rather than apply the requirements of TRA-R5 via Appendix 2A on a site by site/lot by lot
basis, it is considered more appropriate the road frontage of the SPH be taken as a whole and the requirements of
Appendix 2A be applied to the length of Zone frontage to the defined roads.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Amend TRA-Appendix 2A as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve
the intent of the submission:
Compliance Standards:
1. Where a site has frontage to more than one road, the vehicle entrance must be onto the road that has the
lower class in the transport network hierarchy.
2. Where there is more than one road frontage, the frontage measurement will only apply to the road front
approved for gaining entrance.
3. Service stations are permitted to provide two crossings per site.
4. Paddock entrances in the Rural Production or Rural Living Zones, with less than 10 vehicle movements per
month, are exempt from the maximum number of vehicle crossings per site detailed in Table TRA 6.
5. In the SPH the Site Frontage shall be measured on the cumulative site frontage of the SPH and the relevant
adjacent road and not on a lot by lot/site by site basis.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
TRA-R15 Restricted Discretionary Integrated Transport Assessments and TRA-R16 Discretionary Integrated
Transport Assessments
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend these rules so that development within the SPH is not required to undertake Integrated Transport
Assessments.
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My reasons are:
A specific car parking standard has been developed for the Hospital (SPH) Zone. Furthermore, assessments
undertaken have determined that future development of the Hospital will not generate negative traffic effects.
The location of vehicle entrances is controlled by TRA-R5, therefore ensuring vehicle accesses are located in
appropriate locations. Overall, the ability for the surrounding road network to accommodate future traffic flows,
the application of an applicable car parking standard and the requirement to provide vehicle crossings in
accordance with Appendix 2 negates the requirement for Integrated Transport Assessments to be undertaken as
part of the assessment of future Hospital development and/or redevelopment.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Amend TRA-R15 and TRA-R16 as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to
achieve the intent of the submission:
All Zones except the SPH where this rule does not apply

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Signs (SI) Chapter and Associated Definitions
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the rules within the Signs (SI) chapter to better allow for signs in the SPH (Hospital) Zone. Enable signs to
be backlit for visibility at night. Make amendments to any associated definitions to ensure the required changes
are fully implemented.
My reasons are:
The Hospital is an important community resource. It is important people can find the Hospital, particularly in an
emergency and once there can find their way easily around the Hospital. The extent and type of signage proposed
recognises that some people will be trying to find their way to the Hospital and around the Hospital for the first
time and may be trying to find the Hospital in a stressful situation, at night and/or in inclement weather.
Therefore, any signage must be clearly visible and easily readable.
In 2015 Northland NDHB applied for and received from WDC consent to establish a number of signs on the
Hospital site. These signs consisted of (refer to Attachment 1):
i.

Seven primary gate ID/car park signs (Type C) with dimensions of 3.86m high x 1.608m wide used to
identify the car park/gate and primary and secondary destinations available at that location;
ii. Six secondary car park signs (Type D) with dimensions of 2.895m high x 1.608m wide which combine car
parking gate identification and directional information;
iii. Seven secondary car park signs (Type E) with dimensions of 2.251m high x 0.965m wide which combine
car parking gate identification and directional information; and
iv. Ten parking barrier signs (Type F) with dimensions of 1.7m high x 0.5m wide displaying pricing and
conditions with respect to the paid car parking.
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Additional to the signs detailed above, it was proposed that two Pylon signs (Type A & B max 7.686m high x 2.24m
wide) be consented, to be located adjacent to the current main entrance to the Hospital and on the intersection
of Hospital Road and Maunu Road. However, a consent for the signs was not sought at the time.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Make amendments to the Signs (SI) rules and associated definitions that apply in the SPH (and/or make such
other amendments so as to achieve the intent of the submission) that enables backlit signage similar to that
contained in Attachment 1 to be located within the SPH as a permitted activity, with multiple signs enabled to be
located on any road frontage the SPH has with an adjoining road.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Lighting (NL)
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Amend the rules in the Lighting (NL) chapter so that lighting within car parks and loading areas (NL–R6) of the SPH
is a permitted activity subject to compliance with the relevant standards.
My reasons are:
The Hospital is a 24 hour a day 7 day a week activity. Therefore, safe accessibility to and from car parking areas is
essential to the efficient and effective operation of the Hospital. It is considered appropriate that lighting be
enabled in car parking areas and loading spaces to ensure safety of patients, staff, visitors, contractors and others.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Amend NL-R6 as per below (in track changes) along with any other required consequential changes and/or make
such other amendments so as to achieve the intent of the submission:
NL-R6 Any Car Parking or Loading Spaces in City Centre, Commercial, Light Industry, Heavy Industry, Waterfront,
Marsden Primary Centre – Town Centre South and Industry, Rural Village Centre, Rural Village Industry Zones,
Hospital Zone (SPH)

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Add a new rule SPH-RXX Tree Removal (Consequential Amendment)
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Enable tree removal within the SPH as a permitted activity.
My reasons are:
The SPH contains a number of trees, some of which are listed as Heritage Trees. It is recognised through the
development of the Hospital site there will be the potential that existing trees require removal to enable
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appropriate and efficient development to occur. As the Hospital is defined as Regionally Significant Infrastructure
it is considered that any potential impediments to the development of the Hospital site should be limited.
Therefore, it is considered appropriate that tree removal be allowed as a permitted activity, including trees
protected as Heritage Trees, or where trees have been protected through land use consent processes.
In particular, within the SPH it is envisaged that heritage tree removal will be required in the area central to the
current main buildings, between the Hospital front entrance and the secure mental health unit and in the area
adjacent to the Hospital Road/Maunu Road intersection to accommodate future widening of the State Highway.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Include a new rule as per below (in track changes) and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the
intent of the submission:
SPH-RXX – Tree Removal
Activity Status: P
Where:
1. Development of Hospital buildings requires the trimming or removal of a tree, including a Heritage Tree and/or
a tree protected by other means.

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Mapping
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Ensure the SPH is applied to the Northland DHB landholdings.
My reasons are:
To be effective the SPH zone must be applied to the correct landholdings.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
Make changes to the planning maps as necessary and/or make such other amendments so as to achieve the
intent of the submission so that the following landholdings are shown as SPH Zone:
i.

Part Lot 1 DP 2380

4.3099ha

ii.

Part Lot 6 DP 2380

2.8859ha

iii.

Lot 1 DP 206244

4.0547ha

iv.

Section 1 SO Plan 50446

804m2

v.

Lot 1 DP 206243

807m2

vi.

Lot 2 DP 206243

5.6154ha

vii.

Lot 3 DP 206243

3m2

viii.

Sec 1 SO Plan 50443

500m2
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ix.

Lot 1 DP 26287

4047m2

x.

Sec 16 Block XII Purua SD

2734m2

xi.

Sec 17 Block XII Purua SD

440m2

xii.

Lot 1 DP 6651

817m2

xiii.

Lot 2 DP 6651

830m2

xiv.

Lot 3 DP 6651

612m2

xv.

Lot 4 DP 6651

612m2

xvi.

Lot 5 DP 6651

612m2

xvii.

Lot 6 DP 6651

612m2

xviii.

Lot 7 DP 6651

612m2

xix.

Lot 8 DP 6651

612m2

xx.

Lot 9 DP 6651

612m2

xxi.

Lot 10 DP 6651

612m2

xxii.

Lot 11 DP 6651

1578m2

xxiii.

Lot 1 DP 209935

1012m2

xxiv.

Lot 1 DP 456678

819m2

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are:
Consequential Amendments
I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above.
My submission is:
Enable consequential amendments to the plan changes and/or District Plan as necessary to ensure the outcomes
proposed by these submissions can be properly integrated into the District Plan.
My reasons are:
Complete and appropriate integration of the changes proposed by these submissions is necessary to ensure the
development/redevelopment of the Hospital within the SPH can occur in an efficient and effective manner. This
recognises the Hospital is a key community resource which must be enabled to develop in the future to provide
for the health and well-being of the Northland community. This also recognises the District Plan is a large and
layered document and as such there needs to be certainty that all of the rules can work together to achieve the
desired outcome. Therefore, this submission recognises there may be consequential changes that are required to
other rules/parts of the Plan to ensure the outcomes sought by these submissions are achieved.
State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with:
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Enable consequential amendments to the plan changes and/or District Plan as necessary to ensure the outcomes
proposed by these submissions can be properly integrated into the whole District Plan.
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Type F
Parking Barriers x9(10)

Sign Type A & B - entry pylons
2240
2240

1280
1280

1280

Whangarei
Hospital

Whangarei
Hospital

Whangarei
Hospital

965

Main Entrance

Main Entrance

965

Emergency

Emergency

965

Public Parking

Public Parking

1280

Main Entrance
1280

Emergency
Publc Parking

7686
321
7385

NDHB Offices
1280

Cancer Centre
Maternity

1280
965

965

965

Sign Type A - pylon
Hospital Rd Junction - front

Sign Type A - pylon
Hospital Rd Junction - rear

Sign Type B - pylon
Main Entry - side 1
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Sign Type B - pylon
Main Entry - side 2

Sign Type C - gate ID

1608

1608

Brand &
Carpark ID

965

Carparks 18-22
NDHB Offices
965

Cancer Centre Parking
Facilites Management

965

Carparks 18-22

Carpark 1

NDHB Offices
Cancer Centre Parking

Main Entrance
Primary
destinations

965

Emergency

Facilites Management

Public Parking 112 Spaces

Central Stores
Wheeelchair Services
Equipment Centre
Staff Gymnasium
1x other as required

Drop Off

Carpark 1

Carpark 2

EXIT

Reserved Parking.

Public Parking 112 Spaces

Surgical Admissions Unit
(SAU) Patients Only
Between 7am to 3.30pm
Monday to Friday

3860

965

Central Stores
Wheeelchair Services
Equipment Centre
Staff Gymnasium
1x other as required

Secondary
destinations

Sign Type C
Primary Gate ID

Sign Type C
Primary Gate ID

Please display your parking Permit,
available from SAU Reception.

and 5 min Parking

Authorised vehicles only.
Vehicles will be towed at owners expense.
Contact Pete’s Towing 438 7277

Public Parking 41 Spaces

Brand / pattern

965

965

STRICTLY NO GENERAL PARKING WITHIN THESE HOURS

965

Sign Type C
Primary Gate ID

Sign Type C
Primary Gate ID
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Sign Type C
Carpark Info

Sign Type D & E - gate & directions

1608

965
965

Carpark 6

Carpark 7
643

Staff Parking Only
2895

965

Light Vehicles Only

Reserved
Parking Only

No dual axel or vehicles over
2500 KG GVM

Spaces 1-61 NDHB Fleet
Spaces 62-85 NDHB Staff Parking

Carpark 6

Carpark 18

Carpark 19
Carpark 16

Staff Only
643

Light Vehicles Only. Max 2500 KG

Welcome to Whangarei Hospital
Please take your ticket with you.
Pay at Reception or a Pay Station
before returning to your vehicle.

Light Vehicles Only
2500kg MAX
No dual axel vehicles

Parking Charges
1st Hour

FREE

1 - 1.5 Hours
1.5 - 2 Hours
2 - 2.5 Hours
2.5 - 3 hours

$2
$3
$4
$5

3 - 4 Hours
4 - 5 Hours
5 - 6 hours
6 - 7 Hours
7 - 8 Hours

$6
$7
$7
$8
$8

Lost Ticket

$10

Need help?
Is someone in
your space?
Call the Parking
Coordinator
021 800 000
Parking is available
at the Facilities
Management Office,
Carpark 11.

Don’t leave valuables in your car.
Parking in NDHB carparks is entirely at your own risk. NDHB cannot
guarantee the security of your vehicle and accepts no liability for any
claim for loss or damage to you or any other person, or to your vehicle,
contents of your vehicle or any other vehicle.

965

965

Sign Type D
Secondary Gate ID

Sign Type D
Secondary Gate ID

Sign Type Ei
Marker / Directional
(fence mounted)

Sign Type Eii
Marker / Directional
(free standing)
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Sign Type F
Barrier infio panel

Pylon 1
>

Provides confirmation of arrival at
the Hospital ‘precinct’.

>
>

Provides directions to top tier destinations.
Backlight illumination essential.

2240

7686
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Pylon 2
>
>

Identifies Emergency and Main Entry.
Backlight illumination essential.

2240

7385
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Carpark ID - typical location
>

Provide:
- increased carpark ID visibility.
- a hierarchy of information.
- some onward directional information
- double sided information

1608

Carparks 18-22

3860

Carparks 18-22

NDHB Offices

NDHB Offices

Cancer Centre Parking

Cancer Centre Parking

Facilites Management

Facilites Management

Central Stores
Wheeelchair Services
Equipment Centre
Staff Gymnasium
1x other as required

Central Stores
Wheeelchair Services
Equipment Centre
Staff Gymnasium
1x other as required
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Carpark ID - typical location
>

Provide:
- increased carpark ID visibility.
- a hierarchy of information.
- some onward directional information
- double sided information

1608

Carpark 1

3860

Carpark 1

Main Entrance

EXIT

Emergency

Public Parking 112 Spaces

Public Parking 112 Spaces
Drop Off
and 5 min Parking
Public Parking 41 Spaces
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Barrier Info - typical location
>

Freestanding panel that conveys
specific parking info, rates etc

>
>

Re-enforces the carpark number.
Allows a departure message.
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Requirement: Barrier Info

1800
500

1600

Carpark 16
Welcome to Whangarei Hospital

>

Freestanding panel that conveys
specific parking info, rates etc

>
>

Re-enforces the carpark number.
Allows a departure message.

Carpark 16
1400

Please take your ticket with you.
Pay at Reception or a Pay Station
before returning to your vehicle.

1200
Parking Charges

1700

1st Hour

FREE

1 - 1.5 Hours
1.5 - 2 Hours
2 - 2.5 Hours
2.5 - 3 hours

$2
$3
$4
$5

3 - 4 Hours
4 - 5 Hours
5 - 6 hours
6 - 7 Hours
7 - 8 Hours

$6
$7
$7
$8
$8

Lost Ticket

$10

Need help?
Is someone in
your space?
Call the Parking
Coordinator
021 800 000

Have you Paid?
1000

Parking is available
at the Facilities
Management Office,
Carpark 11.

You must pay at Reception or
a Pay Station before you can
exit this carpark.

800

Don’t leave valuables in your car.
Parking in NDHB carparks is entirely at your own risk. NDHB cannot
guarantee the security of your vehicle and accepts no liability for any
claim for loss or damage to you or any other person, or to your vehicle,
contents of your vehicle or any other vehicle.

600

400

200

arrival

departure
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arrival face - option a

arrival face - option b

Carpark 16

Carpark 16

Welcome to Whangarei Hospital

Welcome to Whangarei Hospital

Please take your ticket with you.
Pay at Reception or a Pay Station
before returning to your vehicle.

Please take your ticket with you.
Pay at Reception or a Pay Station
before returning to your vehicle.

Parking Charges

Parking Charges

1st Hour

FREE

1 - 1.5 Hours
1.5 - 2 Hours
2 - 2.5 Hours
2.5 - 3 hours

$2
$3
$4
$5

3 - 4 Hours
4 - 5 Hours
5 - 6 hours
6 - 7 Hours
7 - 8 Hours

$6
$7
$7
$8
$8

Lost Ticket

$10

Need help?
Is someone in
your space?
Call the Parking
Coordinator
021 800 000
Parking is available
at the Facilities
Management Office,
Carpark 11.

1st Hour FREE
$1 per hour thereafter

Need help?
Is someone in your space?

departure face - message to be advised

Carpark 16

Have you Paid?
You must pay at Reception or
a Pay Station before you can
exit this carpark.

Call the Parking Coordinator 021 800 000
Parking is available at the Facilities
Management Office, Carpark 11.

Don’t leave valuables in your car.

Don’t leave valuables
in your car.

Parking in NDHB carparks is entirely at your own risk. NDHB cannot
guarantee the security of your vehicle and accepts no liability for any claim
for loss or damage to you or any other person, or to your vehicle, contents
of your vehicle or any other vehicle.

Parking in NDHB carparks is entirely at your own risk. NDHB cannot
guarantee the security of your vehicle and accepts no liability for any claim
for loss or damage to you or any other person, or to your vehicle, contents
of your vehicle or any other vehicle.
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Thank you.

For further information please contact:
Ben Robinson
National Business Development Manager
Programmed Property Services
09 5711814
021 760584
ben.robinson@programmed.co.nz

Barnaby Boss
Principle
DalllowBoss Design
09 422 2364
021 239 8832
barnab@dallowboss.co.nz

www. programmed.co.nz

www.dallowboss.co.nz

Attachment B
Further Submission of the Northland District Health Board to
Plan Change 82 A & B, 88 A-J, 109, 115, 136, 143, 144, 145, 147 & 148:
District Plan Changes: Urban and Services

Table 1: Northland District Health Board: Further Submissions on the Whangarei District Council Urban and Services Plan Changes

Sub
#
28

Point
#
1

Name
JM Cooper

48

1

Trustpower

131

1

215

11

Legend
Investors
Ltd
Nga Hapu o
Whangarei

Email or
Address
Jacki.m.cooper
@gmail.com

shelby.managh
@trustpower.co.
nz
blair@landsands
urvey.co.nz
nickilouisa@gma
il.com
temanamotuhak
e.whangarei@g
mail.com

236

3

Whangarei
District
Council

alison.geddes@
wdc.govt.nz

Relief Sought
Adopt the suggested amendments to the SPH
Hospital Zone, including in relation to privacy and
overshadowing, residential amenity and character,
and fencing; OR, include reasonable provisions to
the SPH Hospital Zone that protect the interests of
those who own residential properties adjacent to
the proposed zone.
Include a definition of ‘Regionally Significant
Infrastructure’ as detailed in the submission.

Support/
Oppose
Support

Support

Zone Lot 2 DP 456678 as HDR from SPH. If this
relief is not amenable to Council rezone the site
from SPH to MDR.
That all airport, waterfront, port, hospital,
precinct, open space and recreation chapters
include requirement to form relationship
agreements with relevant tangata whenua.

Support

Amend the proposed chapters and make
consequential amendments as set out in the
chapters marked with tracked changes and
contained in Attachment 1 of the submission.
Undertake any consequential amendments as
required.

Support
in part

1

Support
in part

Reason
The support of the proposed provisions is recognised,
and the amendments included by way of the
submission from the Northland District Health Board
are considered to achieve the outcomes sought by the
submitter
An appropriate definition of ‘Regionally Significant
Infrastructure’ is considered appropriate to the
efficient use of the Plan.
The land is not in the ownership of the Northland
District Health Board and therefore it is not
appropriate that it be zoned Hospital.
The intention of the submission is understood and
supported. However the Northland District Health
Board already has an active relationship with and
undertake consultation with relevant tangata whenua
as part of its ‘business as usual’ practices, therefore no
additions as sought in the submission to the Hospital
Zone chapter are considered necessary.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Amend the proposed chapters as set out in the
tracked changes and contained in Attachment 1 of
the submission. Undertake any consequential
amendments as required.

Support
in part
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Support
in part
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Replace the definition of Ancillary Activity to:
Ancillary Activity means an activity that supports
and is subsidiary to a primary activity. Amend
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments to refer to ancillary activities as
necessary, undertake consequential amendments
as required, set out in the chapters marked with
tracked changes and contained in Attachment 1 of
the submission.
Replace the Definition of Boundary as follows:
Boundary means a) In relation to fee simple titles,
the site boundary. b) In relation to cross‐lease
titles, the boundary of any restrictive covenant
area. c) In relation to unit titles, the boundary of
the accessory unit associated with a particular
principal unit. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Building to: Building
means any temporary or permanent moveable or
immoveable physical constructions that is ‐ a.
Partially or fully roofed, and b. Is fixed to or
located on in land, but c. Excludes an motorised
vehicle or other mode of transport that could be
moved under its own power. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.

2

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Amend the Definition of Building Area as follows:
Building Area means an area of land on which a
building could be accommodated. The building
area does not include areas associated with
accessory minor buildings, parking, manoeuvring,
landscaping, effluent treatment and disposal or
private open space. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as
required.
Insert a new definition of Business Net Floor Area
as follows: Business Net Floor Area means the net
floor area occupied exclusively for a single
commercial activity or a single community activity.
Amend proposed chapters and consequential
amendments to refer to Business Net Floor Area as
necessary, undertake consequential amendments
as required, set out in the chapters marked with
tracked
changes and contained in Attachment 1 of the
submission.
Amend the Definition of Care Centre as follows:
Care Centre means an activity a facility used for
any one or more of the following purposes:
a) Children, in addition to the children of the
person in charge, aged six years or younger are
educated and cared for, and includes: childcare
centres, crèches, kindergartens, kōhanga reo,
playcentres and play groups; b) Early childhood
education services; b) Children, in addition to the
children of the person in charge, aged five years or
older and are cared for out of school hours; c)
Elderly people are cared for during the day; and d)
People with disabilities (including mental health,
addiction, illness or intellectual disabilities) are
cared for during the day. Excludes: a) Supported

3

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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residential care. b) Care provided by family
members within a residential activity. c)
Educational Facilities. This definition is included
within the Community Activities definition
grouping. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Commercial Activity with
the following: Commercial Activity means any
activity trading in goods, equipment or services. It
includes any ancillary activity to the commercial
activity (for example administrative or head
offices). Undertake any amendments to proposed
chapters and consequential amendments as
required.
Amend the definition of Community Activities as
follows: Community Activities means the use of
land or buildings activities for recreational,
sporting cultural, safety, health, welfare, worship,
religious, education or similar community and well‐
being purposes for members of the community. It
includes provision for ancillary activities.
Community
activities may involve trading in goods, equipment
or services. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Amend the definition to define Educational Facility
as: Educational Facility means land or buildings
used for teaching or training by child care services,
schools, and tertiary education services, including
any ancillary activities. This definition is included
within the Community Activities Definition
grouping. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.

4

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Insert a new General Commercial Definition as
follows: General Commercial means any
commercial activity which is not a commercial
service, entertainment facility, food and beverage
activity, funeral home, retail activity, service
station or visitor accommodation. This definition is
included within the Commercial Activities
definition grouping.
Amend proposed chapters and consequential
amendments to refer to General Commercial as
necessary, undertake consequential amendments
as required, set out in the chapters marked with
tracked changes and contained in Attachment 1 of
the submission.
Insert a new General Community Definition as
follows: General Community means any
community activity which is not a care centre,
educational facility, place of assembly, emergency
service, hospital or recreational facility. This
definition is included within the Community
Activities definition grouping. Amend proposed
chapters and consequential amendments to refer
to General Community as necessary, undertake
consequential amendments as required, set out in
the chapters marked with tracked changes and
contained in Attachment 1 of the submission.
Amend the definition of Gross Floor Area (GFA) to:
Gross Floor Area means the sum of the total area
of all the floors of a building or buildings (including
any void area in each of those floors, such as
service shafts, liftwells or stairwells), i. where
there are exterior walls, measured from the
exterior faces of those exterior walls, ii. where
there are walls separating two buildings, measured
from the centre lines of the walls separating the
two buildings, iii. where a wall or walls are lacking

5

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make consequential amendments to the
District Plan/Plan Changes is understood, but the
Northland DHB would not wish to see any changes
made which detracted from the provisions of the SPH
Zone as notified, or the intent of and/or the outcomes
sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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(for example, a mezzanine floor) and the edge of
the floor is discernible, measured from the edge of
the floor. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Ground Level to: Ground
Level means ‐ a. The actual finished surface level
of the ground after the most recent subdivision
that created at least one additional allotment was
completed (when the record of title was created),
b. If the ground level cannot be identified under
paragraph (a), the existing surface level of the
ground, c. If, in any case under paragraph (a) or
(b), a retaining wall or retaining structure is located
on the boundary, the level on the exterior surface
of the retaining wall or retaining structure where it
intersects the boundary. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Habitable Room to:
Habitable room means any room used for the
purposes of teaching or used as a living room,
dinng room, sitting room, bedroom, office or other
room specified in the Plan to be a similarly
occupied room. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Height as follows: Height
means the vertical distance between a specified
reference point and the highest part of any
feature, structure or building above that point.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.

6

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Insert the definition of Height in Relation to
Boundary as follows: Height in Relation to
Boundary means the height of a structure, building
or feature, relative to its distance from either the
boundary of as: a. site, or, b. other specified
reference point. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required
Amend clause b) of the Hospital Definition as
follows: b) Retail including Pharmacies, food and
beverage activities, and florists…
Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Industrial Activity as
follows: Industrial Activity means an activity that
manufactures, fabricates, processes, packages,
distributes, repairs, stores, or disposes of materials
(including raw, processed or partly processed
materials) or goods. It includes any ancillary
activity to the industrial activity. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Insert a new Definition for Industrial and Trade
Waste as follows: Industrial and Trade Waste
means liquid waste, with or without matter in
suspension, from the receipt, manufacture or
processing of materials as part of a commercial,
industrial or trade process, but excludes sewage
and greywater. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Land Disturbance to: Land
Disturbance means alteration or disturbance of
land, (or any matter constituting the land
including, soil, clay, sand and rock), that does not
permanently alter the profile, contour, or height of

7

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Oppose

Retain the definition of Hospital as per the Northland
DHB submission as this is considered appropriate for
the types of uses required and proposed.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
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the land. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Insert a new definition of Major Structure as
follows: Major Structure means: a. Any vehicle
used as a place of residence or business or for
assembly or storage purposes. b. A network
system exceeding 1.5m in height or 3m3 ground
coverage. c.Fence or wall, or combination of
either, greater than 2m in height above ground
level. Where there is less than a 1m separation
distance between any separate fence or wall, or
combination of either then their height shall be
measured from the lowest ground level of either
to the highest point of either. d. Any tank or pool
exceeding 35,000 litres. e. Any structure greater
than 2.2m in height or greater than 9m2 ground
coverage. f. Any aerial or aerial support structure.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Amend clause d) of the Manufacturing, Servicing
and Storage Definition as follows: d) waste
management facilities refuse transfer stations.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Insert a new definition of Minor Building as
follows: Minor Building means: a. A network
system which is 1.5m or less in height and which
has 3m3 or less ground coverage. b. Any tank or
pool not exceeding 35,000 litres. c. Any tent or
marquee erected on a temporary basis. d. Any
structure 300mm or less in height. e. Any structure
which is 2.2m or less in height and which has 9m2
or less ground coverage. Amend proposed
chapters and consequential amendments to refer

8

provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes is understood, but the Northland
DHB would not wish to see any changes made which
detracted from the provisions of the SPH Zone as
notified, or the intent of and/or the outcomes sought
in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part
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to Minor Buildings as necessary, undertake
consequential amendments as required, set out in
the chapters marked with tracked changes and
contained in Attachment 1 of the submission.
Replace the definition of Minor Residential Unit to:
Minor Residential Unit means a self contained
residential unity that is ancillary to the principal
residential unit, and is held in common ownership
with the principal residential unit on the same site.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Net Floor Area to: Net
Floor Area a. means the sum of any gross floor
area; and b. includes ‐ i. both freehold and leased
areas; and ii. any stock storage or preparation
areas; but c. excludes ‐ i. void areas such as
liftwells and stair wells, including landing areas; ii.
shared corridors and mall common spaces; iii.
entrances, lobbies and plant areas within a
building iv. open or roofed outdoor areas, and
external balconies, decks, porches and terraces; v.
off street loading areas; vi. building service rooms;
vii. parking areas and basement areas used for
parking, manoeuvring and access; and viii. non‐
habitable floor spaces in rooftop structures.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Net Site Area to: Net Site
Area means the total area of the site, but excludes:
a. any part of the site that provides legal access to
another site; b. any part of a rear site that
provides legal access to that site; c. any part of the
site used for access to the site; d. any part of the
site subject to a designation that may be taken or
acquired under the Public Works Act 1981.

9

Support
in part

Support
in part

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Amend the Definition of Noise Sensitive Activities
as follows: Noise Sensitive Activities means those
activities that involve habitation of people within
which concentration (of thoughts) is required and
includes residential units, residential activities
institutions, marae.... Undertake any amendments
to proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Residential Activity to:
Residential Activity means the use of land and
building(s) for people's living accommodation.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Residential Unit to:
Residential Unit means a building(s) or part of a
building that is used for a residential activity
exclusively by one household, and must include
sleeping, cooking, bathing and toilet facilities.
Undertake any amendments to proposed chapters
and consequential amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Retirement Village
Premises as follows: Retirement Village means a
managed comprehensive residential complete or
facilities used to provide residential
accommodation for people who are retired and
any spouses or partners of such people. It
may also include any of the following for residents
within the complex: recreation, leisure, supported
residential care, welfare and medical facilities
(inclusive of hospital care) and other non‐
residential activities. Undertake any amendments

10

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

Support
in part
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to proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Setback as follows:
Setback means the horizontal distance between a
building and a water body, boundary or frontage of
its site. For the purposes of this definition,
intrusions of eaves or guttering of up to 800mm
are excluded, except where an eave would
overhang an easement or a boundary. Undertake
any amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Replace definition of Sign as follows: Sign means
any device, character, graphic or electronic display,
whether temporary or permanent; which a. is for
the purposes of ‐ i. Identification of or provision
of information about any activity, property or
structure or an aspect of safety; ii. providing
directions; or iii. promoting goods, services or
events; and b. is projected onto, or fixed to, any
structure or natural object; and c. includes the
frame, supporting device and any ancillary
equipment whose function is to support the
message or notice. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required
Amend the definition of Site as follows: Site
means a. an area of land comprised in a single
computer freehold register record of title as per
Land Transfer Act 2017; or b. an area of land which
comprises two or more adjoining legally defined
allotments in such a way that the allotments
cannot administered be dealt with separately
without the prior consent of the Council; or c. the
land comprised in a single allotment or balance
area on an approved survey plan of subdivision for
which a separate record of title as per Land

11

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Transfer Act 2017 computer freehold register
could be issued without further consent of the
Council; or d. except that in relation to each of the
sub clauses (a) to (c), in the case of land subdivided
under the Unit Title Act 1972 or 2010 or the a cross
ease system, a site is deemed to be the whole of
the land subject to the unity development or cross
lease; or e) an area of adjacent land comprised in
two or more computer freehold registers where an
activity is occurring or proposed. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Amend the definition of Stormwater as follows:
Stormwater means run‐off that has been
intercepted, channelled, diverted, intensified, or
accelerated by the human modification of a land
surface, or run‐off from the surface of any
structure, as a result of precipitation and includes
any contaminants contained within. water from
natural precipitation (including any contaminants it
contains) that flows over land or structures
(including in a network), to a waterbody or coastal
marine area. Undertake any amendments to
proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.
Insert a new definition of Subsidiary: Subsidiary
means incidental and occurring within the same
building and being held in common ownership with
the primary activity. Undertake any amendments
to proposed chapters and consequential
amendments as required.

12

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Amend the definition of Visitor Accommodation to:
Visitor
Accommodation means short stay accommodation
such as short stay apartments, hotels, motels,
hostels or boarding houses. means land and/or
buildings used primarily for accommodating
visitors, non‐residents, subject to a tariff being
paid, and includes any ancillary activities. This
definition is included within the Commercial
Activities definition grouping. Undertake any
amendments to proposed chapters and
consequential amendments as required.
Replace the definition of Wastewater as follows:
Wastewater means any combination of two or
more of the following wastes: sewage, greywater
or industrial and trade waste.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Support
in part

Amend proposed chapters as set out in the chapter
marked with tracked changes and contained in
Attachment 1 of the submission to ensure
consistency of rules such as:
• Building height
• Building setbacks
• Building height in relation to boundary
• Impervious Areas
• Fences
• Cark parking
• Outdoor areas of storage or stockpiles
• Residential unit
• Pedestrian centric environment
• Building frontage
• New vehicle crossing over a footpath
• Verandahs

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make consequential amendments to the
District Plan/Plan Changes is understood, but the
Northland DHB would not wish to see any changes
made which detracted from the provisions of the SPH
Zone as notified, or the intent of and/or the outcomes
sought in their submission.

13
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Include a new Rule (HPW‐R7) as follows:
Application of Activity Definitions 1. Where an
activity could be captured by more than one
definition grouping classification, the most
specifically defined activity and most specific rule
shall over‐ride the more general definition and
rule.

Oppose
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Amend Policy SD‐P15 as follows: To have regard to
the social, economic and cultural benefits of
Regionally Significant Infrastructure by enabling its
the ongoing operation, maintenance and
upgrading of Regionally Significant Infrastructure
where adverse effects can be avoided, remedied or
mitigated.
Amend Policy SD‐P16 as follows: 1. Allowing
adverse effects that have been avoided remedied
and mitigated to the extent that they are no more
than minor; and...
A new transport management policy, restricted
discretionary activity rule to set parameters which
require consent as a result of certain changes and
associated matters of assessment/discretion are
proposed. Details of these will be provided during
the plan change process

Nita.Chhagan@n
zta.govt.nz
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The proposed ‘rule’ creates discretion in the
application of permitted activity standards/rules and
as such undermines the intention of definitions to
clearly define particular activities/applications of rules.
Having such a rule creates the potential for different
professionals to form different opinions on the
potential use of a piece of land/building, therefore
affecting its utility and in turn its value. Such a rule
should not be allowed.
The Northland DHB supports the intent of the
proposed changes, in particular that the ongoing
operation, maintenance and upgrading of Regionally
Significant Infrastructure must be enabled because of
the social, economic and cultural benefits derived
from Regionally Significant Infrastructure.

Support

The Northland DHB supports the intent of the
proposed changes.

Oppose

In the opinion of Northland NDHB, the submission of
NZTA incorrectly identifies Whangarei Hospital as a
“significant traffic generator”. Whangarei Hospital is a
traffic receiver, in that members of the Northland
community and visitors to Northland come to the
hospital for its services. Whangarei Hospital should
not be treated in a similar manner as a commercial
operator, who is (in most instances) seeking to expand
their business for increased financial gain.
Notwithstanding, Northland NDHB has committed to
work with NZTA to agree a solution to this submission
through the submission and hearing process.
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Amend SD‐P15 as follow: To have regard to the
social, economic and cultural benefits of Regionally
Significant Infrastructure ... where any adverse
effects can be avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Amend SD‐P16 as follow: To manage any adverse
effects created by new network utilities and
Regionally Significant Infrastructure by...
Amend SD‐P15 as follows: To have regard to
recognise and provide for the social, economic and
cultural benefits of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by enabling the ongoing operation,
maintenance, and upgrading and development of
Regionally Significant Infrastructure where adverse
effects can be avoided, remedied or mitigated.
Amend the Policies for Regionally Significant
Infrastructure by providing a new policy that sets
out how such infrastructure is to be protected as
required by SD‐O22.
Retain "Educational Facilities" as defined.

Support

The changes proposed are supported for the reasons
detailed in the submission

Support

The changes proposed are supported for the reasons
detailed in the submission

Support

The changes proposed are supported for the reasons
detailed in the submission

Support

The changes proposed are supported for the reasons
detailed in the submission

Support
in part

Remove research facilities from the definition of
“Industrial Activities” and create a new definition
for “Research Activities”. Make subsequent
amendments to the rules of the MU, including the
imposition of a permitted activity status for
Research Facilities.
Retain "Regionally Significant Infrastructure" as
defined.

Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes is understood, but the Northland
DHB would not wish to see any changes made which
detracted from the provisions of the SPH Zone as
notified, or the intent of and/or the outcomes sought
in their submission.
The proposed changes are supported, so long as the
changes do not impact on the ability to locate
Research Activities within the Hospital Zone as per the
Northland DHB’s submission.

15

Support
in part

Retention of the definition is supported in light of the
other changes proposed, supported by Northland DHB
that will strengthen the status of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure within the planning framework of the
Whangarei District Plan.
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Include the finalised river flooding and coastal
hazard maps that the regional council have
produced and to provide a comprehensive regime
for managing natural hazard risk in the district.

Support
in part

The inclusion of/use of latest information is supported
where this demonstrates that the flood susceptible
area that currently is shown on the Whangarei District
Plan planning maps is greater than is should be.
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Retain Definition of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure as notified.

Support
in part

Ministy of
Education
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Retain SPH‐R8 as notified.

Support

20

Ministy of
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Delete the proposed definition of "Educational
Facilities" and replace with the confirmed wording
from the National Planning Standards.

Support
in part
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HNZ seeks that the definitions identified in the
submission are reviewed and amended to ensure
consistency with the first set of National Planning
Standards.

Support
in part

Retention of the definition is supported in light of the
other changes proposed, supported by Northland DHB
that will strengthen the status of Regionally Significant
Infrastructure within the planning framework of the
Whangarei District Plan.
The recognition of the need for educational facilities
to be established within the Hospital Zone to meet the
educational needs of the community in relation to
hospital activities is supported.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.
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Include (draft) national planning standards in
district plan, as
appropriate.
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Support
in part

The need to make amendments to the District
Plan/Plan Changes in accordance with the
requirements of the National Policy Standards is
understood, but the Northland DHB would not wish to
see any changes made which detracted from the
provisions of the SPH Zone as notified, or the intent of
and/or the outcomes sought in their submission.

Attachment C
Copy of the Hearing Commissioners Recommendations
regarding submissions related to the Hospital Zone
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Part III Hospital Zone (HOSZ) (PC145)
Topic A: Zone Extent
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.30

Principal Issues Raised
•

Changes to the Planning Maps as necessary and/or make other such amendments so
landholdings identified in submission are shown as Hospital Zone.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
102. This was dealt with in paragraphs 168 – 171 of the s42A Report. The zoning changes were supported.
A consequential amendment was recommended to the SHP Overview to amend the area of the
Hospital to more accurately reflect the extent of the SPH zoning.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
103. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
104. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer to the zoning changes for the reasons
shown in the s42A Report also noting the change from SPH to HOSZ to reflect the National Standards.

Topic B: Overview
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.1

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of the overview.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
105. This was dealt with in paragraphs 172 to 174 of the s42A Report. The overview was generally
supported as notified, although some of the changes requested by NDHB require greater clarity. It was
recommended that the Commissioners accept in part the submission point and amend the overview as
detailed in Attachment 3 of the s42 report.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
106. Mr McAlley from NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission. The Reporting Officer
considered this and responded in page 22 of the ROR. Mr Badham agreed with the addit ion of “and
private” as outlined by Mr McAlley. It was recommended that the HOSZ Issues section is amended as
detailed in Attachment 3 of the ROR.
Discussion and Reasons
107. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and agree that the HOSZ Issues section is amended as shown in Attachment 3.
23
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Topic C: SPH Objectives
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB
NDHB
NDHB
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.2
206.3
206.4
206.5

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-O1.

•

Amendment of SPH-O2.

•

Retention of SPH-O3 as notified.

•

Deletion of SPH-O4 in its entirety.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
108. This was dealt with in paragraphs 174 – 183 of the s42A Report. It was recommended that the
Commissioners:
109. Amend SPH-O1 as set out in Attachment 3 of the s42a report. Mr Badham agreed with the
amendment to SPH-O1.1. and in part with the requested amendments to SPH-O1.2. He also agreed
with the inclusion of “wide” and “current and future” as this provides greater clarity.
110. However, he did not support the addition of “health care related” activities as it is not a defined term in
the WDP, proposed notified version of the Urban and Services Plan Changes or the Standards. He did
not support the inclusion of a new SPH-O1.3. His position was that the wording is confusing and
unnecessary. It was recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Reject any amendments to SPH-O2, as the wording is superfluous as SPH-O3 already contains
an objective that recognises and provides for Whangarei Hospital as regionally significant
infrastructure.

•

Retain SPH-O3 as notified.

•

Reject the deletion of SPH-O4 as the SPH zone is a limited resource and it is important
fragmentation in any future subdivision is avoided.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
111. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission. Mr Badham
responded in pages 22 – 23 of the ROR. It was recommended that HOSZ-O1.2 and HOSZ-O2 are
amended as detailed in Attachment 3 of the ROR. His position on the addition of a new clause to
HOSZ-O1.2 was unchanged.
Discussion and Reasons
112. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and agree that the submission points should be Accepted or Rejected ac cordingly.
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Topic D: SPH Policies
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB
NDHB
NDHB
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.6
206.7
206.8
206.9

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-P1.

•

Amendment of SPH-P3.

•

Amendment of SPH-P5.

•

Deletion of SPH-P6 in its entirety.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
113. This was dealt with in paragraphs 184 – 193 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support the
inclusion of “health care” activities within the SPH-P1 for the reasons given in Topic C above. He
agreed with the insertion of “ancillary activities” as its addition to SPH-P1 will provide clarity.
114. The revised wording of SPH-P3 was not supported. He considered it to be important that “medical
research facilities” are excluded from SPH-P3, based on the notified definition. However, it was not ed
that the standards have a revised definition of “industrial activity” which no longer refers t o “res earc h
facilities” and that WDC – Planning have made a submission (236.37) seeking to amend t he not ified
definition. If this goes ahead, Mr Badham was of the opinion that it would be logical to consequentially
amend SPH-P3.
115. Mr Badham did not support the requested rewording of SPH-P5 as the notified wording is clearer, or
the deletion of SPH-P6 for the same reasons provided in response to the request to delete SPH-04 in
Topic above. It was recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Amend SPH-P1 as set out in Attachment 3 of the s42a report.

•

Retain SPH-P3 as notified, unless the WDC Planning submission point 236.37 is accepted, then
it may be appropriate to accept the change to SPH-P3.

•

Retain SPH-P5 as notified.

•

Retain SPH-P6 as notified.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
116. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission. Mr Badham
responded in pages 23 – 24 of the RoR. It was recommended that the terms “hospital related
activities” would be more appropriate for HOSZ-P1 rather than Mr McAlley’s suggestion of “health care
related activities”.
117. Mr Badham’s position was unchanged in relation to HOSZ-P3, unless further changes are made to the
definitions, in which case, he recommended further consideration be given to the drafting of HOS Z-P 3
and HOSZ-R24.
118. Mr Badham’s position was also unchanged on the requested changes to HOSZ-P5 as the
redevelopment of the hospital site has not been confirmed, nor is there any formal application.
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119. There was no change to his position on HOSZ-P6.
Discussion and Reasons
120. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and agree that the submission points should be accepted or rejected accordingly.

Topic E: Definitions - Hospital
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
Submission# & Point #
NDHB
206.11
WDC Planning 236.36
Principal Issues Raised
•

Request that the definition of Hospital be amended.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
121. This was dealt with in paragraphs 194 – 196 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham generally supported t he
definition of “Hospital” as notified and accepted that some of the changes requested provide great er
clarity. His position was that it is appropriate to have two separate definitions, one for “Hos pit al” and
the other for “Hospital Related Activities.” It was recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Amend the definition of “Hospital” and include a new definition of “Hospital Related Activities” as
outlined in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the s42A Report.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
122. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
123. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
that the definition of “Hospital” should be amended and that a new definition of “Hospital Related
Activities” should be included. These definitions set out in Attachment 1 to Part 2 of our decision
report.

Topic F: SPH-R1 Any activity not otherwise listed in this chapter
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.10

Principal Issues Raised
•

Deletion of SPH-R1 in its entirety.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
124. This was dealt with in paragraphs 197 to 199 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support this
request as SPH-R1 is consistent with the approach taken in other chapters. It was recommended t hat
the Commissioners retain SPH-R1 as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
26
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125. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
126. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and agree that the submission should be Rejected and that SPH-R1 (now HOSZ-R1) should be
retained.

Topic G: SPH-R2 Hospital
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.12

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R2 to include a discretionary activity status when an activity is not
considered within the definition of “Hospital.”

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
127. This was dealt with in paragraphs 200 to 202 of the s42A Report. This request was not supported as
the change would be inconsistent with the structure of the Urban and Services Plan Changes . It was
recommended that the submission point be rejected and SPH-R2 amended as per Attachment 3 of the
s42a report.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
128. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
129. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and agree that the submission should be Rejected and that SPH-R2 (now HOSZ-R2) should be
retained.

Topic H: SPH-R3 to R8 Various Activity Rules
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB
Ministry of Education (MOE)

Submission# & Point #
206.13
267.8

Principal Issues Raised
•

Deletion of SPH-R3 to R8.

•

Retention of SPH-R8 as notified.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
130. This was dealt with in paragraphs 203 – 207 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support the
request to delete SPH-R3 to R8 as SPH-R3 includes an important requirement around “visitor
accommodation”. Regarding SPH-R4 to R8, Mr Badham believed these rules should remain as notified
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to clarify the activity status for these activities and to maintain consistency with the Urban and Services
Plan Change structure. It was recommended that SPH-R3 to R8 be retained as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
131. Mr McAlley behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission and Mr Badham
responded in page 24 of the RoR. Mr Badham agreed with the addition of “contractors” for the reasons
outlined in Mr McAlley’s evidence. It was recommended that HOSZ-R3 is amended as detailed in
Attachment 3 of the RoR.
Discussion and Reasons
132. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the ROR and agree that the submission points should be Accepted or Rejected accordingly.

Topic I: SPH-R9 Building Height
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.14

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R9.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
133. This was dealt with in paragraphs 208 – 211 of the s42A report. Mr Badham acknowledged the
practical justification for the requested height increase, however he was of the position that NDHB had
provided insufficient technical information to understand the potential effects of the reques t ed height
limit increase on the surrounding environment. It was recommended that SPH-R9 be retained as
notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
134. Mr McAlley and Mr Cocker on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the s ubmis sion.
Mr Badham responded in pages 15 – 16 of the RoR. The Council engaged Mr Coombs to peer review
Mr Cocker’s work and the revised provisions by the NDHB. Mr Badham relied on the evidenc e of Mr
Coombs and Mr Cocker, who arrived at an agreement on the provisions relating to height. He
recommended HOSZ-R9 be amended as outlined in Attachment 3 of the RoR.
Discussion and Reasons
135. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and that the height limit as shown in HOSZ-9 should be amended as shown in
Attachment 3 and that the submission should be Accepted accordingly.

Topic J: SPH-R10 Building Height in Relation to Boundary
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.15
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Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R10.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
136. This was dealt with in paragraph 212 – 216 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham disagreed with the
requested change and believed it was appropriate for the SPH-R10 to remain as notified, as it provides
a graduating height limit from any site boundary of the SPH adjoining a Residential or Open Space
Zone. It was recommended that the SPH-R10 be retained as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
137. Mr McAlley and Mr Cocker on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the s ubmis sion.
Mr Badham responded in pages 16 – 17 of the RoR. The evidence of Mr Cocker was considered/peer
reviewed by Mr Coombs, and it was agreed that the amendment was appropriate. It was
recommended that the Commissioners accept in part the relevant submission points and t hat HOS ZR10 is amended as outlined in Attachment 3 of the RoR.
Discussion and Reasons
138. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and that HOSZ-10 should be amended as shown in Attachment 3 and that the
submission should be Accepted accordingly.

Topic K: SPH-R11 Building Setbacks
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.16

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R11.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
139. This was dealt with in paragraphs 217 to 219 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support the
request to delete clause (c) of this rule as the 27m setback from mean high water springs is an
important setback that is applied generally across the various zones in the proposed Urban and
Services chapters. It was recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Retain SPH-R11 as notified.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
140. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission. Mr Badham
responded in pages 17 – 18 of the RoR. His position to retain SPH-R11 was unchanged.
Discussion and Reasons
141. We have carefully considered this matter.
142. In relation to the proposed 27m setback from MHWS/top of the bank of any river over 3m width, we
have taken the view elsewhere that where submissions allow this should be reduced to 20m. We
believe that this would still achieve the benefits outlined by Mr Badham in the RoR.
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143. We are also generally supportive of the additional setback control relating to West End Road but have
proposed further alterations to this to improve its clarity. In particular, we have recommended t hat an
averaging approach is taken where there is more than one building or part of a building within the
setback. This will address a concern which we discussed with witnesses at the hearing regarding t he
prospect of a long, unbroken building façade establishing on the West End Road frontage. We find that
the recommended amendments are the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives. In partic ular,
the future development of the hospital will retain a degree of flexibility, while ensuring that adverse
effects on the surrounding environment are managed appropriately.

Topic L: SPH-R12 Building Coverage
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.17

Principal Issues Raised
•

Retention of SPH-R12 as notified.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
144. This was dealt with in paragraph 221 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham agreed that SPH-R12 should be
retained as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
145. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
146. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and that SPH-R12 (now HOSZ-R13) should be retained as notified and the submission Accepted.

Topic M: SPH-R13 Impervious Areas
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.18

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R13.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
147. This was dealt with in paragraphs 223 to 225 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support the
requested amendments as Section 10 of the RMA provides protection to existing impervious areas
where lawfully established, and stormwater management and attenuation is addressed in the proposed
Three Waters Chapter and reference to the Environmental Engineering Standards 2010. It was
recommended that SPH-R13 be retained as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
148. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB presented evidence in support of the submission. Mr Badham
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responded in page 24 of the RoR and his position to retain SPH-R13 was unchanged. However,
having understood that the primary concern from NDHB was regarding existing use rights, Mr Badham
recommended the addition of a note to HOSZ-R13 to highlight that these may apply for impervious
surfaces lawfully established prior to the Hospital Chapter becoming operative.
Discussion and Reasons
149. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and agree that SPH-R13 (now HOSZ-R15) should be amended by the addition of a
note as shown in Attachment 3 and that the submission should be Accepted in part.

Topic N: SPH-R15 Car Parking
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.19

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendment of SPH-R15.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
150. This was dealt with in paragraphs 226 to 228 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham agreed with the
requested amendment and recommended that SPH-R15 is amended as outlined in A t tac hment 3 of
the s42a report.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
151. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
152. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and agree that HOSZ-R15 should be amended as shown in Attachment 3 and that the submission
should be Accepted.

Topic O: SPH-R16 to R24 Various Activity Rules
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
Northport

Submission# & Point #
132.1

Principal Issues Raised
•

Deletion of SPH-R16 to R24 in their entirety.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
153. This was dealt with in paragraphs 229 – 235 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham did not support this
request and believed it to be important that these rules remain as notified as they clarify t he ac t ivit y
status for these activities and is consistent with the structure of the Urban & Services Plan Changes. It
was recommended that SPH-R16-R24 are retained as notified, noting the consequential change to
SPH-R18.
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Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
154. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
155. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
that the SPH-R16-R24 should not be deleted noting the consequential change t o S P H -R18 and t he
submission should be Rejected accordingly.

Topic P: Adjacent Properties
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
Cooper

Submission# & Point #
28.1

Principal Issues Raised
•

Amendments to the Hospital Zone including in relation to privacy and overshadowing,
residential amenity and character, and fencing; OR, include reasonable provisions to the
Hospital Zone that protect the interests of those who own residential properties adjacent to the
proposed zone.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
156. This was dealt with in paragraphs 236 to 238 of the s42A Report. The relief requested was not
supported. Mr Badham’s position was that SPH-02 and SPH-P4 provide appropriate policy direction to
manage adverse effects from development within the SPH on the surrounding environment. This is
supported by rules (including SPH-R9-R11 and R14). It was recommended that the Commis sioners
retain the SPH provisions as notified.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
157. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
158. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
that the SPH provisions as notified (accept for those amendments as a result of our recommendations
on other submissions) should be retained as notified and that the submission should be Rejected.

Topic Q: Flooding
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.21

Principal Issues Raised
•

Remove the flood susceptible area notation on Resource Area Map 66R from the site and
include a new rule.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
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159. This was dealt with in paragraphs 239 – 242 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham was of the opinion t hat
the relief requested by the submitter was outside of the scope of the plan changes, and that if it was in
scope, insufficient information had been provided to justify the relief. It was recommended that the
request for a new rule in the proposed SPH chapter for flooding be rejected.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
160. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB provided evidence on the submission and this was supported by a
flooding assessment carried out by Cook Costello. The NDHB sought a bespoke flooding Rule t o be
included in the Hospital Zone Chapter.
161. Ms Shaw had provided legal submissions on this specific submission point in paragraph s 22 – 25 of
her legal submissions dated 21 November 2019. Mr Badham responded to this in page 20 of the RoR.
Mr Badham relied on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion and therefore considered the request to be out of scope.
However, he did provide some opinion/comments if we (Commissioners) consider that there is s cope
to request the change.
Discussion and Reasons
162. We have read and considered the legal submissions of Ms Shaw and Mr Badham’s opinion/comment
and agree that the submission is not within scope of the plan change. However, if we are wrong we
have also considered the merits of the submission and would reject it for the reas ons s et out in t he
RoR. In particular, as Council has not engaged a suitably qualified and experienced engineer t o peer
review the report from Cook Costello to confirm the findings, we do not believe that we have enough
information to accept the assessment.

Topic R: Transport
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NZTA

Submission# & Point #
240.94

Principal Issues Raised
•

NZTA request a new transport management policy, and a restricted discretionary activity rule to
set parameters which require consent as a result of certain changes and associated matters of
assessment/discretion.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
163. This was dealt with in paragraphs 243 – 246 of the s42A report. Mr Badham noted that NZTA had not
provided any details of the requested policy or restricted discretionary activity rule relating to this
submission point. In the meantime, he was unable to respond to the submission point without this
detail. He recommended that the submission point should be rejected based on insufficient information
and that a new transport management policy or restricted discretionary activity rule in t he propos ed
SPH chapter should not be included.
Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
164. Throughout the hearing process representatives of the NZTA and NDHB met to negotiat e an agreed
position in relation to this issue. This included discussions with Mr McKenzie and Mr Burgoyne on
behalf of WDC. Mr Badham responded to this in pages 13 – 15 of the RoR. He agreed that the
provisions are appropriate as outlined and agreed between the NDHB and NZTA, and agreed with t he
wording of the rule and additional changes suggested by Mr Burgoyne. However, he did not s upport
the exclusion of HOSZ-REQ1(g). He recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Accept in part the original submission from NZTA and recommend the inclusion of new
controlled activity and restricted discretionary rules in HOSZ-R-New3 and HOSZ-R-New4 and
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new information requirements in HOSZ-REQ1 and REQ2 as outlined in Attachment 3 of the
RoR.
Discussion and Reasons
165. We commend the effort by NZTA, NDHB and the Council to negotiate an agreed set of provisions. We
agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons in the RoR and accept in part
the original submission from NZTA and recommend the inclusion of new controlled activity and
restricted discretionary rules HOSZ-R-New3 and HOSZ-R-New4; and new information requirements in
HOSZ-REQ1 and REQ2 as outlined in Attachment 3.
166. In relation to HOSZ-REQ1(g) we agree with Mr Badham’s opinion at paragraph 72e. of his RoR and
believe that it if this matter was not included it would not adequately address the traffic effects of a
potential expansion of the hospital, which is the intention of the rule.

Topic S: Trees
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.29

Principal Issues Raised
•

Inclusion of a new rule regarding permitting trimming or removal of trees, including listed
Heritage Trees and other protected trees.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
167. This was dealt with in paragraphs 247 – 253 of the s42A Report. Mr Badham believed it was
inappropriate to accept the relief requested by NDHB regarding scheduled trees, as the trees would be
able to be removed without any consideration of designing around the trees or proposing mitigation or
offset. It was recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Not include an additional rule for tree removal in the proposed SPH chapter.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
168. No other evidence was presented on this topic.
Discussion and Reasons
169. We carried out a site visit to the Hospital grounds and the surrounding area and observed the trees
that were on site. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in
the s42A Report and agree that the submission should be Rejected.

Topic T: Noise
Relevant Submissions
Submitter
NDHB
NDHB

Submission# & Point #
206.23
206.24
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Principal Issues Raised
•

Amend the rules in the operative NAV Chapter of the WDP, specifically NAV 6.1 and NAV 6.7.

Reporting Planner's s42A Recommendation
170. This was dealt with in paragraphs 254 – 259 of the s42A Report. Although he considered t hat t here
was scope to request the changes requested by the NDHB, Mr Badham believed that the NDHB had
provided insufficient technical information to understand the effects of the requested changes. It was
recommended that the Commissioners:
•

Not make consequential changes to NAV.6.1.

•

Not make consequential changes to NAV.6.7.

Evidence from Submitter and Right of Reply
171. Mr Styles (Noise Expert) presented evidence in support of Mr McAlley’s primary submission. Mr
Badham responded to this in page 20 - 21 of the RoR and agreed that the use of the defined term
“Emergency Services” clarifies the application of the provision more clearly. He recommended that the
Commissioners now accept the relevant submission point and make consequent ial amendment s t o
NAV.6.7 as outlined in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the RoR.
172. Ms Shaw’s legal submission dated 21 November 2019 addressed the scope for the nois e limits and
submitted that this request was not in scope. Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB confirmed that it was
no longer pursuing this request.
Discussion and Reasons
173. We agree with the recommendation of the Reporting Officer for the reasons shown in the s42A Report
and in the RoR and also acknowledge the advice from Mr McAlley on behalf of the NDHB t hat it was
not pursuing the request to amend NAV.6.1. We accept the rec ommendation of Mr Badham and
accept the submission point and recommend a consequential amendment to NAV.6.7 as is shown in
Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the RoR.
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Recommendations
174. For the reasons set out in this report, we recommend that Council:
1.

Amend the provisions as set out in Attachments 1, 2 and 3.

2.

Adopt the Reporting Officers’ recommendations on submissions and further submissions in Part
7 of the Section 42A Report and as amended by the Part 7 of the Right of Reply ; with
amendments to:

3.

a.

HOSZ-R12;

b.

Add a new policy PORTZ-P6;

c.

PORTZ-R5; and

d.

Add a new rule PORTZ-R9.

Accept or reject submissions on topics as above to the extent that would accord with provisions
in Attachment 1, 2 and 3.

Dated: 12 May 2020

Richard Knott, Chair

Rachel Dimery, Commissioner

Bill Smith, Commissioner
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Attachment D
Copy of the Decisions Version of the Hospital Zone

Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
Issues
The Hospital Zone (HOSZ) recognises the significance of the facilities at the Whangārei Hospital
(“Hospital’’) site, and their importance to the Whangārei District and to the Northland Region as
regionally significant infrastructure. The purpose of the Hospital Zone is to provide for the ongoing
operation of the Hospital, its future development and redevelopment, including associated residential
care facilities.
The Hospital is strategically located on approximately 20ha of land on the southern side of State
Highway 14 in the Maunu area of Whangārei City. It is bordered by Open Space and Residential
Zones and has potential for extensive further greenfield development.
The Hospital is the most significant medical facility within the Northland Region. There will be further
development of facilities within the Hospital Zone to cater for expanding populations within both
Whangārei District and the wider Northland Region. A wide range of health-related services is
expected as the Hospital responds to meet the needs of the expanding populations. New and
expanded buildings and facilities will be established within the Hospital site to provide the necessary
services for both inpatients and outpatients and also for community and private health care services.
The environment within the Hospital Zone is unique as the Hospital must operate continuously and
without interruption. Emergency services and helicopter services need to access the Hospital at any
time, resulting in higher levels of lighting and noise (particularly during the night) than in other Urban
Areas. The Hospital is a ‘significant destination’ for patients, staff, visitors and the community. Traffic
movements are currently at high volumes and are expected to increase as the Hospital expands. This
has the potential to impact on the surrounding roading networks.
Some activities may be sensitive to the external effects of activities occurring within the Hospital Zone.
Some activities proposed outside of the Hospital Zone may not be compatible with, or may present a
risk of reverse sensitivity to, activities required to occur within the Hospital Zone. It is anticipated that
such sensitive activities will be carefully managed during their establishment, and that development
within the Hospital Zone will have regard to the potential adverse effects which may arise beyond the
site.

Objectives
HOSZ-O1 – Current
and Future
Development

Enable and provide for:

HOSZ-O2 – Managing
Adverse Effects

Manage adverse effects from the provision of hospital activities and hospital
related activities on the surrounding environment.

HOSZ-O3 – Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

Recognise and provide for the importance of Whangārei Hospital as regionally
significant infrastructure and the contribution it makes to the economic and
social wellbeing of the District and Region.

1. The efficient and effective operation, expansion and future development
of the Hospital within the Hospital Zone and;
2. A wide range of hospital activities and hospital related activities to meet
the current and future needs of the Whangārei District and the Northland
Region as population and health demands grow.

HOSZ-O4 – Subdivision Avoid fragmentation of the Hospital Zone associated with inappropriate
subdivision.
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
Policies
HOSZ-P1 – Regional
Significance

To recognise the regional significance of Whangārei Hospital by providing
for a wide range of existing and future hospital activities, hospital related
activities and ancillary activities within the Hospital Zone.

HOSZ-P2 – Protection
of Land for Hospital
Activities

To avoid the establishment of activities not related to hospital activities within
the Hospital Zone unless such activities:

HOSZ-P3 – Industrial
Activities

To avoid the establishment of industrial activities within the Hospital Zone,
unless they are research laboratories used for scientific or medical
research.

HOSZ-P4 – Adverse
Effects

To manage adverse effects on the surrounding environment by controlling
development at the interface between the Hospital Zone and adjoining
zones.

HOSZ-P5 – Buildings
and Structures

To recognise that the efficient operational requirements of Whangārei
Hospital may require buildings and structures that are of a larger height and
bulk when compared to the surrounding environment.

HOSZ-P6 – Subdivision

To avoid fragmentation associated with inappropriate subdivision by:

1. Demonstrate a direct requirement to establish within the Hospital Zone;
and
2. Do not compromise or limit the safe and efficient operation of current
and future hospital activities.

1. Retaining large sites and landholdings within the Hospital Zone; and
2. Only enabling subdivision within the Hospital Zone where it is required
to meet the operational requirements of the Hospital.
Rules
HOSZ-R1

Any Activity not Otherwise Listed in This Chapter.
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Resource consent is not required under any rule of the District Plan.
2. The activity is not prohibited under any rule of the District Plan.

HOSZ-R2

Hospital and Hospital Related Activities
Activity Status: Permitted

HOSZ-R3

Visitor Accommodation
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:

Activity Status when compliance
not achieved: Non-Complying

1. The visitor accommodation is an ancillary
activity to the hospital for the purposes of nonpermanent accommodation for hospital staff,
contractors, patients or family.

HOSZ-R4

Commercial Services

HOSZ-R5

Food and Beverage Activity

HOSZ-R6

Place of Assembly

HOSZ-R7

Emergency Services

HOSZ-R8

Educational Facilities
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:

Activity Status when
compliance not achieved:
Non-Complying

1. The activity is an ancillary activity to the hospital.

HOSZ-R9

Minor Buildings
Activity Status: Permitted
Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rules HOSZ-R10 – R13.

HOSZ-R10

Building and Major Structure Height
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:

Activity Status when compliance
not achieved: Discretionary

1. The maximum building height and major
structure height is:
a. 32m above ground level, except that for up
to 25% of the Hospital Zone the maximum
height is 50m; and
b. 22.5m above ground level for any building
setback within 30m of the Hospital Zone /
West End Avenue boundary; and
c. 32m above ground level for any building
setback within 30m of the Hospital Zone /
Maunu Road boundary.
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
HOSZ-R11

Building and Major Structure Height in Relation to Boundary
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. All buildings and major structures:
a. Do not exceed a height equal to 3m
above ground level plus the
shortest horizontal distance
between that part of the building or
major structure and any Residential
or Open Space and Recreation
Zone boundary; or
b. Where the Hospital Zone adjoins
Maunu Road height in relation to
boundary shall be measured from
the centreline of Maunu Road at a
point 3m above ground level at an
angle of 55° toward the Hospital
Zone.

HOSZ-R12

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of adjoining
and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining and adjacent
properties.

Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. All buildings and major structures are
set back at least:
a. 4.5m from road boundaries.
b. 20m from the West End
Avenue/Hospital Zone boundary. A
building or buildings may be
located within the 20m setback,
provided that any part of a building
or buildings within 20m of the
boundary shall not exceed 30m in
length for each building or part of a
building and shall be setback a
minimum of 4.5m from the West
End Avenue/Hospital Zone
boundary. Where there is more
than one building or part of a
building within the 20m setback
area, each building must be
separated from the next building
within the 20m setback area by a
distance equal to the average
width of that part of each of these
two buildings within the setback
area.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with HOSZ-R12.1(a) – (c):
Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of adjoining
and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape character of
the area.
4. Effects on the safety and efficiency of
the transport network.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with HOSZ-R12.1(d):
Discretionary
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
c. 3.0m from any Residential and
Open Space and Recreation
Zones.
d. 27m from Mean High Water
Springs or the top of the bank of
any river that has a width
exceeding 3m excluding bridges,
culverts and fences.

HOSZ-R13

Building and Major Structure Coverage
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Any building or major structure results
in the total cumulative building and
major structure coverage being no
more than 60% of the area of the
Hospital Zone.

HOSZ-R14

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:

1. The scale and bulk of buildings and
major structures in relation to the site
and the existing built density of the
locality.
2. The outlook and privacy of adjoining
and adjacent properties.
3. Visual dominance of buildings and
major structures.

Landscaping
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. All land within 4m of the West End
Avenue / Hospital Zone boundary,
excluding footpaths, walkways and
vehicle accesses is planted in trees
and grass prior to the occupation of
any new buildings built within 20m of
West End Avenue; and
2. Any trees shall be planted at minimum
10m spaces and shall be capable of
growing to a minimum mature height
of 10m.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:

1. The outlook and privacy of adjoining
and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape character of
the area.
4. Effects on the safety and efficiency of
the transport network.
5. The extent of existing and proposed
landscaping.
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
HOSZ-R15

Impervious Areas
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
1. Any impervious area does not increase
the cumulative total impervious area to be
more than 80% of the total area of the
Hospital Zone.
Note: Existing use rights may apply to
impervious areas that have been lawfully
established in the Hospital Zone prior to
[insert operative date] of the Hospital Zone
Chapter.
HOSZ-R16

Fences
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Fencing within 10m of a road
boundary or boundary of a
Residential or Open Space and
Recreation Zone, is no higher than
2m above ground level.

HOSZ-R17

Activity Status when compliance not achieved:
Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1. Effects of shading and visual dominance
on adjoining properties.
2. Urban design and passive surveillance.
3. Effects on streetscape character and
amenity.
4. Health and safety effects.

Car Parking
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:

Activity Status when
compliance not achieved:
Restricted Discretionary

1. Car parking spaces are not within 2m of a road
Matters of discretion:
boundary, excluding any on-street car parking.
2. Formed car parking spaces located within 4.5m of a 1. Traffic safety.
road boundary or a zone boundary shall be
2. Amenity effects on
screened from the adjoining road or zone by a
adjoining residential
minimum 2m wide landscaping strip with a
properties.
maximum plant height of 1.15m (excluding any tree
planting).
HOSZ-R18

Controlled Activity Integrated Transport Assessments
Activity Status: Controlled
Where:
1. Any new or modified vehicle entry or exit to West End Avenue is proposed.
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
2. Any new building activity, development or changes in Hospital staff numbers results
in the total Hospital staff numbers reaching or exceeding 2,930.
Matters of control:
1. Effects on the safe and efficient operation of the transport network immediately
adjacent to the Hospital Zone including vehicle access.
2. Methods to facilitate access to public and active transport modes.
3. Parking and travel demand management.
4. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated Transport
Assessment and any further information provided through the consent process.
5. Methods of ongoing monitoring and reporting of staff numbers.
Compliance Standard: HOSZ-R18.2 does not apply where consent has previously been
granted under HOSZ-R18.2.
Note: Any application shall comply with information requirement HOSZ-REQ1.
Note: Any application under this rule will require assessment against the District Wide
objectives and policies within the Transport Chapter.

HOSZ-R19

Restricted Discretionary Activity Integrated Transport Assessments
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
1. Any new building activity, development or changes in Hospital staff numbers results in
the total Hospital staff numbers:
a. Reaching or exceeding 3,060; or
b. Thereafter, increasing by an increment of at least 100 above 3,060 (e.g. at 3,160,
3,260, 3,360, etc.).
Matters of discretion:

1. Effects on the safe and efficient operation of the transport network adjacent to the
Hospital Zone including vehicle access and operation of the State Highway 14 /
Hospital Road intersection.
2. Methods to facilitate access to public and active transport modes.
3. Parking and travel demand management.
4. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated Transport
Assessment and any further information provided through the consent process.
5. Methods of ongoing monitoring and reporting of staff numbers.
Compliance Standard: HOSZ-R19.1(a) does not apply where consent has previously been
granted under HOSZ-R19.1(a).
Note: Any application shall comply with information requirement HOSZ-REQ2.
Note: Any application under this rule will require assessment against the District Wide
objectives and policies within the Transport Chapter.
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Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
HOSZ-R20

Care Centres
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
1.

The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

Matters of discretion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic.
Parking.
Hours of operation.
Noise.

HOSZ-R21

Residential Activities

HOSZ-R22

Retail Activities (excluding Hospital Related Activities)

HOSZ-R23

Entertainment Facilities

HOSZ-R24

Service Stations

HOSZ-R25

Funeral Home

HOSZ-R26

Recreational Facilities

HOSZ-R27

Rural Production Activities

HOSZ-R28

General Commercial

HOSZ-R29

General Community
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

HOSZ-R30

Industrial Activities (Excluding Research Laboratories used for scientific or medical
research)
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

HOSZ-REQ1

Information Requirement – Controlled Integrated Transport Assessments
1. Any application pursuant to HOSZ-R18 shall include an Integrated Transport
Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional which shall include (but
is not limited to):
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a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, total staff
numbers, existing traffic conditions and trip generation, proposed activity and
its intensity.
b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network, including the
following where relevant to the proposal:
i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and crossing locations.
ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation.
iii. Existing walking and cycling networks.
iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies including bus
stops and lanes.
c. A description of the estimated number of trips which will be generated by each
transport modes (public transport, walking, cycling and private vehicles,
including heavy vehicles).
d. The accessibility to public transport and how the design of the development
will encourage public transport use by considering the attractiveness, s afety,
distance and suitability of the walking routes to the nearest bus stop.
e. The accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of the
development will encourage walking and cycling to nearby destinations such
as reserves, other public spaces and commercial or community facilities.
f. Evidence of consultation with the New Zealand Transport Agency and
commentary on response to that consultation.
g. An assessment of the peak hour performance (within any 24 hour period) of
the State Highway 14 / Hospital Road intersection.
h. A description of measures that will be put in place to mitigate against the
effects of the construction process where construction work is required.

HOSZ-REQ2

Information Requirement – Restricted Discretionary Integrated Transport Assessments
1. Any application pursuant to HOSZ-R19 shall include an Integrated Transport
Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional which shall include (but
is not limited to):
a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, total staff
numbers, existing traffic conditions and trip generation, proposed activity and
its intensity.
b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network, including the
following where relevant to the proposal:
i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and crossing
locations.
ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation.
iii. Existing walking and cycling networks.
iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies including bus
stops and lanes.
c. A description of the estimated number of trips which will be generated by each
transport modes (public transport, walking, cycling and private vehicles,
including heavy vehicles).
d. The accessibility to public transport and how the design of the development
will encourage public transport use by considering the attractiveness, safety,
distance and suitability of the walking routes to the nearest bus stop.
e. The accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of the
development will encourage walking and cycling to nearby destinations such
as reserves, other public spaces and commercial or community facilities.
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f.

The effects on the transport network adjacent to the Hospital Zone of average
vehicles per day directly related to Hospital activities that exceed 8,520
vehicles per day.
g. The effects of peak traffic flows directly related to Hospital activities on the
operation of the State Highway 14 / Hospital Road intersection when the
adjacent length of State Highway 14 is experiencing peak flows.
h. Evidence of consultation with the New Zealand Transport Agency and
commentary on response to that consultation.
i. A description of measures that will be put in place to mitigate against the
effects of the construction process where construction work is required.
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